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Abstract
This thesis reports on the properties of an insulator-to-metal phase transition to a
hidden state in 1T-TaS2 , which can be induced either by an ultrashort laser pulse
or by a short electrical pulse. This state is unique in having an unprecedentedly
high stability. The presented experiments follow two main approaches. Firstly, DC
and pulsed transport measurements monitor the resistivity switching and relaxation
dynamics. Secondly, optical pump-probe spectroscopy in the visible and near-infrared
region of the spectrum is used to investigate the collective response of the system in
the hidden and thermal states.
The hidden state can be reached by a single 35-fs laser pulse in the temperature
region, where 1T-TaS2 normally persists in a commensurate charge density wave state.
The collective mode spectrum reveals modified charge density wave ordering in the
photoinduced state. DC transport measurements show highly improved conductivity
of this state and suggest switching from an insulator to a metal. Electrical switching to the hidden state is shown to occur for a range of pulse lengths. At the long
end it is restricted by Joule heating. At the short end, it is limited by the experimental setup. The shortest generated pulses have revealed switching times of under
50 ps. To revert back to the insulating Mott ground state, the temperature of the
sample must be temporarily raised above the commensurate-to-nearly-commensurate
transition temperature.
The relaxation dynamics from the hidden phase discloses a series of jumps over the
“Devil’s staircase” through a number of discrete metastable states with an underlying
glassy relaxation between the steps. Two approaches are suggested for stabilizing the
hidden state. Firstly, substrate-induced tensile strain can significantly decrease the
relaxation rate of the metastable state in thin-film samples. Secondly, a significant
increase of the transition temperature is observed in Se-doped samples, which can be
considered as a chemical pressure induced by the larger atomic radii of Se.
The high stability, reversibility and high speed of the insulator-to-metal transition
makes 1T-TaS2 very promising as a basis for new non-volatile memory devices. Already for the demonstrated device, the switching speed is comparable to the speed of
the state-of-the-art phase change memory devices.
KEYWORDS: charge density wave, photoinduced phase transition, hidden state,
1T-TaS2 , metal-insulator transition.
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Abstract
PACS: 72.80.Ga, 73.20.Mf, 73.22.Gk, 73.22.Lp

Povzetek
V pričujočem delu predstavljam lastnosti faznega prehoda 1T-TaS2 iz izolativnega
v skrito kovinsko stanje, ki ga lahko vzbudimo tako z ultrahitrimi laserskimi sunki
kot s kratkimi električnimi sunki. Značilnost tega stanja je njegova izjemna dolgoživost. Eksperimenti so potekali v dveh glavnih smereh. Najprej sem z enosmernimi in sunkovnimi transportnimi meritvami nadzoroval preklapljanje in relaksacijsko
dinamiko. Nato pa sem v vidnem in bližnjem infrardečem delu spektra z optično
črpalno-testno (ang. pump-probe) spektroskopijo raziskoval kolektiven odziv sistema
v skritih in termičnih stanjih.
V temperaturnem območju, kjer 1T-TaS2 sicer izraža komenzurabilen val gostote naboja, lahko fotovzbujanje v skrito stanje dosežemo že s posameznim laserskim sunkom. Spekter kolektivnih načinov tega stanja razkriva spremenjeno urejenost
vala gostote naboja. Meritve enosmernega transporta kažejo precej povečano prevodnost, kar nakazuje, da se je pri tem zgodil preklop iz izolatorja v kovino. Električno
preklapljanje v skrito stanje sem povzročil s sunki različnih dolžin in edino omejitev
predstavlja Jouleovo gretje, ki določa zgornjo mejo dolžine sunka. Z najkrajšimi sunki
sem dosegel preklopne čase dolge tudi zgolj 50 ps. Za povrnitev v izolativno Mottovo
osnovno stanje, mora temperatura vzorca vsaj za hip preseči temperaturo prehoda iz
komenzurabilnega v skoraj komenzurabilno stanje.
Relaksacijska dinamika iz skritega stanja razkriva serijo skokov po "Hudičevem
stopnišču", ki gredo skozi številna diskretna metastabilna stanja, med njimi pa poteka
steklasta relaksacija. Za stabilizacijo skritega stanja sem predlagal dva načina. Pri
prvem prek substrata ustvarimo natezno obremenitev, ki lahko bistveno zniža hitrost
relaksacije metastabilnega stanja v tankih filmih. Drugi način temelji na povišanju
temperature prehoda z dopiranjem, kot je denimo to opaženo v vzorcih dopiranih s
selenom; večji atomi selena, ki nadomestijo žveplove atome, v vzorcu tako kemično
ustvarijo neke vrste pritisk.
Visoka stabilnost in hiter reverzibilni prehod v in iz skritega stanja pomenita, da
je 1T-TaS2 zelo perspektiven material kot osnova za nove vrste obstojnih spominskih
naprav. Že v tej fazi raziskav je hitrost preklapljanja primerljiva s hitrostjo vrhunskih
spominskih naprav na osnovi fazne spremembe.
KLJUČNE BESEDE: val gostote naboja, fotovzbujen fazni prehod, skrito stanje,
1T-TaS2 , prehod iz kovine v izolator.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Both fundamental and technological interest stimulates fast development of the field of
photoinduced phase transitions (PIPT). Usually, we deal only with the ground states
of the materials. However, in some systems complicated structure of the potential
energy surface may allow existence of many other state, which we just do not observe.
The PIPT can enable reaching some of these states. There could be, for example, a
photoinduced state exhibiting superconductivity at room temperature, which is the
holy grail for many scientists working in the field of condensed matter physics. A
transient photoinduced superconductivity was already reported by different authors
[1–4] in cuprates above the critical temperature. Insulator-to-metal phase transitions
(IMT) are desired by industry as they have a huge potential for practical application
in ultrafast electronic devices. Currently, there are a few limitation for implementing
of the photoinduced IMT, among them are low stability of the induced state and need
for powerful laser source.
The photo- and current-induced IMT that is the subject of the current work, is
of interest both from the fundamental point of view and for practical application.
It may assist us in better understanding the physics of charge density waves and
photoinduced phase transitions in general. As the first observed stable transition, it
may guide us to other (meta)stable states in different materials.
As I show in this work, from a practical point of view the IMT in 1T-TaS2 may
provide us an ultrafast non-volatile memory device, that will remove the von Neumann bottleneck (the limited memory throughput) of the modern computers and
dramatically increase their performance.

1.2

Strongly correlated electron materials

In last few decades, huge experimental and theoretical effort was invested in the investigation of compounds based on transition and rare-earth elements. This is caused
1

2
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by the fact that a large variety of different physical phenomena may appear in these
materials. Among them are high-temperature superconductivity, MITs, changes in
magnetic order, transport property anomalies, spin and charge density waves, etc.
The emergence of all of these properties is attributed to the presence of partially filled
3d-, 4f- or 5f-electronic shells in rare-earth or transition elements. In such systems,
the electron interaction is strong and thus becomes crucial in determining the properties of the material causing the emergence of all the aforementioned phenomena.
The materials, where the electron-electron repulsion is comparable or larger than the
energies associated with the overlap of atomic orbitals, are called strongly correlated
materials [5]. It is impossible to describe all of the adverted effects in the framework
of classical band theory that works well for simple materials and semiconductors,
but completely fails for transition elements. The Coulomb interaction between electrons is larger or of the same order as the bandwidth for 3d-, 4f- or 5f-shells, so the
perturbation theory cannot be used.
In the current work as an example of strongly correlated systems transition metal
dichalcogenides are considered. The main attention is paid to 1T-TaS2 that is a
charge-density-wave (CDW) ordered material. It undergoes the Mott transition to an
insulating state at low temperature, displays polaronic physics and becomes superconducting at elevated pressure [6].

1.2.1

Charge density waves and Peierls instability.

The Fermi surface of one-dimensional (1D) electron gas consists of two points at ±kF .
The particular topology of the Fermi surface in this low-dimensional case leads to an
exclusive response of the system to external perturbation. The reaction of the system
to the time-independent potential (in the reciprocal space) using the framework of
linear response theory may be written as following:
ρind (~q) = χ(~q)φ(~q),

(1.1)

where ρind is the rearrangement of the charge, induced by the external potential φ(~q);
χ(~q) is the Lindhard response function. For d-dimensional case the Lindhard response
function may be expressed as:
ˆ
χ(~q) =

d~k fk − fk+q
,
(2π)d k − k+q

(1.2)

where k is the Fermi energy, fk = f (k ) is Fermi function. In a three-dimensional
case the integral from equation 1.2 may be easily evaluated, while it diverges for 1D
case at q = 2kF (Figure 1.1a). This means that the electron system is unstable to the
formation of a periodically modulated structure, doubling the unit cell and creating a
density wave: areas with increased or decreased electron concentration. This effect is
caused by a particular topology of the Fermi surface, and is called nesting: there is a

3
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(b)

𝜒(𝑞)/𝜒(0)

(a)

𝑞

Figure 1.1: Lindhard response function in 1D, 2D and 3D case (a); lattice and charge
modulation and respective energy of the system without and with density wave (b).
Adopted from [7, 8].
wave vector q = 2kF such that by translating by it the Fermi surface will coincide with
itself. For an ideal electron gas, this is true only for the 1D case. In 2D or 3D where
the Fermi surface forms a circle or a sphere, respectively, there is no such vector.
The simplest case was considered by Peierls, who pointed out that in case of the
presence of electron-phonon interactions in the low-dimensional systems the ground
state of the material is a charge-density-wave ordered state. As it follows from the
name, the density of the charges is periodically modulated in the crystal. It is accompanied by a periodic lattice distortion with the same period. The period of modulation
is determined by the Fermi wave vector kF . This modulation opens a gap of 2Δ around
the Fermi energy and lowers the overall energy of the system in comparison to the
undistorted configuration (Figure 1.1b). The size of the gap is proportional to the
amplitude of distortion u. The total decrease in the electronic energy is proportional
to u2 ln (u), while the cost in elastic energy is proportional to u2 [9]. Since u2 ln (u) is
larger than u2 for small u, it is energetically more favorable to create a density wave.
Because of the opening of the gap, Peierls suggested that the low-temperature state
is not metallic but rather semiconducting or insulating.
While the Peierls theory gives an insight into the formation of CDW states, it may
be misleading, since it does not take into account any electron-electron interactions
that make it impossible to distinguish between the formation of charge- and spindensity-wave ordering as well as a superconducting state.
Another problem of Peierls theory arises from the fact that it is a mean-field theory
and it fails in 1D. The Peierls transition cannot occur in 1D case, while it is predicted
by the theory.
In experiments many quasi-one-dimensional materials exhibit CDW ordering at
low temperature. Among them are transition metal trichalcogenides (ZrTe3 , NbSe3 ,
NbS3 , TaSe3 , TaS3 ) [10–17], transition metal tetrachalcogenides ((TaSe4 )2 I, (NbSe4 )3 I)
[18–21], chained organic materials such as TTF-TCNQ [9]. The latter is a model

4
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material for theoretical studies [22, 23].
Some materials with higher dimensionality, such as layered quasi-two-dimensional
compounds, e. g. transition metal dichalcogenides undergo Peierls transition as well.
The charge modulation forms a honeycomb lattice and may be considered as three
different 1D CDW modulated chains rotated by 120° to each other. TaS2 is one of
the examples of such systems that exhibit quasi-two-dimensional CDW ordering.

1.2.2

Mott insulators

According to band theory, if a material has a half-filled energy band it should exhibit
metallic behavior, while the materials with the completely filled energy bands act as
semiconductors or insulators, depending on the band gap. However, there are materials that should be metals according to the band theory but they are not. One such
class of materials are Mott insulators [24–29]. The discrepancy appears because the
band theory ignores electron-electron interactions that may be significant especially
for d-electron systems, in which the Coulomb interaction becomes larger than the
bandwidth. The Hubbard model is usually used to describe such systems and the
transition to the Mott state.
The Hubbard model is the simplest model that takes into account quantum mechanical motion of electrons and the Coulomb repulsion between electrons. Despite its
simplicity the model can describe such important phenomena as MIT, ferromagnetism,
antiferromagnetism, superconductivity, etc. [30]. The Hamiltonian of the model may
be written as the sum of two terms:
H = Hhop + Hint ,

(1.3)

where the first term Hhop describes hopping and the second one Hint represents the
interaction between electrons:
H=

X X

tx,y c†x,σ cy,σ +

x,y σ=↑,↓

X

Ux nx,↑ nx,↓ ,

(1.4)

x

where σ is spin; tx,y is the hopping amplitude from site x to site y; c†x,σ , cx,σ are
creation and annihilation operators, respectively; nx,σ = c†x,σ cx,σ is number operator;
Ux is a positive constant that characterizes the rise of energy in case of doubly occupied
orbital. Depending on the ratio between the two terms, the MIT may occur: if the
distance between the sites is large and the overlap of the wave functions is small,
the bandwidth W is much smaller than Ux and the material is an insulator. The
band splits into two sub-bands: an occupied lower Hubbard band (LHB) and an
unoccupied upper Hubbard band (UHB) (Figure 1.2) [31]. If W  Ux , the band
theory is applicable and the material appears in a paramagnetic metallic state. In
the intermediate region where W ' Ux , the MIT occurs. However, this cannot be
considered as a transition from a simple band insulator: despite the fact that UHB and

1.3. Photoinduced phase transition
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Figure 1.2: Splitting of the conduction band into two subbands – UHB and LHB
during transition to Mott state. Adopted from [31].
LHB begin to overlap during the transition, they do not represent single-electron states
and fundamentally the transition is the result of the electron-electron correlation.
This type of materials is often called Mott-Hubbard insulator. If in addition to the
properties of Mott-Hubbard insulator, there is also a long-range order of the moments
in the material, it is called Mott-Heisenberg insulator.
Since the bandwidth should be comparable or smaller than the electron-electron
interaction, Mott transition is observed in d-electron systems, where this condition is
often satisfied. Materials that contain transition metal or rare-earth atoms are good
candidates for observation of the Mott state.
The ratio between W and Ux may be varied by changing some external conditions
such as pressure, strain, electric or magnetic field [32–38] – this fact may be used to
effectively tune the properties of d-electron material.
It is important to note that there is no clear distinction between the Mott insulator
and paramagnetic metal in the system, since this MIT is not a real phase transition in
the sense of statistical physics, but rather a crossover as a function of the strength of
interaction at finite temperature [26]. Nonetheless, Mott’s theory produces criterion
for the transition [24, 25]:
∗
n1/3
c a0 ∼ 0.25,

(1.5)

where nc is a critical concentration of charge carriers; a∗0 is an effective Bohr radius.

1.3

Photoinduced phase transition

Every material in nature appears in a some thermodynamic phase that unambiguously
defines its properties. Some materials may exist in different phases depending on
ambient conditions such as temperature, pressure, presence of an electric or magnetic
field, etc. Such a stable state in which the system persists for an indefinitely long

6
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Figure 1.3: Conceptual schematic of photoinduced phase transitions and hidden multistability. Reprinted from Nasu [39].

time is called equilibrium or ground state, which means that the state corresponds
to a global minimum on a potential energy surface (PES) for the material at defined
external conditions. PES of some compounds may be quite complex and may have
more than one local minimum, which are separated by potential barriers. Each local
minimum on PES corresponds to a distinct metastable state of the system. The
lifetime of such metastable states depends on a barrier height that separate it from
other parts of PES (Figure 1.3). To drive the system out of equilibrium and to reach
the metastable state one should apply an external stimulus. If the barrier is low
enough, the transition may be thermally-activated. However, this is possible only if
the barrier is comparable to kB T , which limits the PES part that can be observed,
leaving its larger part hidden from the experimentalists. Some light may be shed on
the hidden part of PES by photoexcitation of the material. The energy of photons in
the visible range is 1.6–3 eV, which is much higher than the room-temperature thermal
energy (26 meV at 300 K). By absorbing such photons, the system may be driven much
further from the equilibrium state. Besides, in case of the photoexcitation, the whole
PES of the material may be temporary modified, thus allowing us to reach the states
that are not reachable by any other means.
However, not all materials may show photoinduced phase transition. In most of
the materials only electrons are photoexcited from the lower energy level to the higher.
But soon after the photoexcitation all the electrons thermalize back to the lower energy levels causing no change in the phase of the material. For example, the excited
electrons in an insulating crystal induce a local lattice distortion. But this is still
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a microscopic effect, while the thermodynamic phase is by definition a macroscopic
concept. In this case it is therefore not possible to talk about the photoinduced phase
transition, but rather about so-called photoinduced structural changes. The system
requires an internal mechanism of proliferation of microscopic excitations into macroscopic photoinduced domains. This is possible, for example, in strongly correlated
electronic systems. In these materials due to a long range order the whole electron
system changes upon photoexcitation, which also causes the structural changes of the
lattice and creates the new phase.
It is important to note that only the states present on PES of the material may
be reached, but no “new” state can be created by the photoexcitation. Some of
the photoinduced states may also be reached thermally – if the potential barrier is
low enough, but most other states are not accessible this way. Thus, such states
unreachable in near-equilibrium conditions are usually referred to as hidden states.
Any hidden or photoinduced state relaxes back to the true ground state with time.
However, if the energy barrier between the photoinduced and the ground state is large
enough, the lifetime may become sufficiently long – to the extent that the state may
be considered as stable.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4: Molecular structure of TTF and CA molecules (a); crystal structure of
TTF-CA (b). Reprinted from [40]. Comparison of photoinduced changes of TTF-CA
reflectivity to the estimated change of the material in ionic and neutral phases (c)
[41].
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An ionic-to-neutral phase transition in the organic complex TTF-CA (tetrathiafuluvalene-p-chloranil) [39, 42] is a typical example of the photoinduced phase transition.
Both TTF and CA are planar organic molecules that form a molecular crystal with
a quasi-one-dimensional chain structure. The TTF and CA molecules are alternating
along the chain (Figure 1.4). At high temperature, the molecules are electrically
neutral, while at low temperature the ground state of the material is ionic. In the
ionic phase, both TTF and CA molecules are charged and become cations and anions,
respectively. In this phase the molecules create dimers. By shining a strong laser light
on the material, it is possible to generate macroscopic domains of the neutral phase
below ionic transition temperature, that is not observed at this conditions otherwise.
The change was confirmed by the time-resolved reflectivity measurements [41, 42].
The characteristic peak of the intramolecular excitation of TTF+ changes its intensity
upon photoexcitation, and the overall reflectivity spectrum in the photoinduced state
becomes similar to the one in the high-temperature neutral state. The comparison of
photoinduced reflectivity changes and estimated differential spectra in thermal neutral
and ionic phases are illustrated in Figure 1.4c after [41].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.5: Structure of the spin-crossover complex (a) [43]; reflectivity data in the
thermal and photoinduced states (b) [44]; Raman spectra of high-temperature paramagnetic, low temperature diamagnetic and photoinduced paramagnetic (from top to
bottom) states (c) [45].
A low-spin to high-spin photoinduced phase transition can be observed in spin-
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crossover complex [Fe(2-pic)3 ]Cl2 ·EtOH (2-pic = 2-amino-methyl-pyridine) [39, 43,
44]. The structure of the compound is shown in Figure 1.5a The six 3d-electrons
of Fe2+ become diamagnetic with spin S = 0 at low temperature. The first order
phase transition to a paramagnetic state with spin S = 2 occurs at around 120 K.
Ogawa et al. [43] has shown that it is possible to use PIPT to reach a paramagnetic
state in this material even below 120 K. Using laser light at 1.8 eV, the absorption
spectrum of the sample changes significantly. Changes are apparent even by a naked
eye, since the reflectivity of the two states is very different, and the sample changes
its color from yellowish to reddish. The time evolution of the reflectivity spectrum
after the photoexcitation at 11 K is shown in Figure 1.5b. Tayagaki et al. [45] measured the Raman spectra in both low- and high-temperature ground states as well
as in photoinduced state. Figure 1.5c shows that the Raman spectrum in photoinduced phase differs significantly from the spectrum in a diamagnetic low-temperature
state, while its high-frequency part matches well the spectrum in the high-temperature
paramagnetic phase. However, there is a huge difference in the low-frequency part
of the spectra in the photoinduced and high-temperature paramagnetic states. This
difference was attributed to a new parity-violation from an altered symmetry [45].
Thus, it was proposed that the photoinduced state is not the same as a paramagnetic
supercooled phase.
Doped unconventional superconductors La2 CuO4 became a hot subject in the field
of photoinduced phase transitions in the last years. Recently, Fausti et al. [1] observed
the photoinduced superconductivity in a so-called 1/8-doped stripe-ordered compound
La1.675 Eu0.2 Sr0.125 CuO4 (LESCO1/8 ). Hole-doped La2 CuO4 becomes a superconductor
at doping level x > 0.05 and it has a maximal critical temperature Tc at x = 0.15
(Figure 1.6a). A special case is x = 1/8 for which the critical temperature is strongly
suppressed, and a 1D modulation of charge and spin is observed [46]. LESCO1/8 was
studied by the means of terahertz time-resolved spectroscopy with a mid-IR pump
and a terahertz probe. At low temperature (10 K) the ground state of the compound
is not superconductive. It is confirmed by the absence of Josephson plasma resonance
in c-axis terahertz properties, which is the characteristic feature of all cuprates in a
superconducting state (Figure 1.6b,c). In 5 ps after the photoexcitation, Josephson
plasma edge emerges in the terahertz absorption spectrum of LESCO1/8 (Figure 1.6d),
while before the excitation the spectrum is featureless. This effect was attributed to
the emerging of the photoinduced superconductivity. The lifetime of this state was
shown to be of the order of nanoseconds. Afterwards, the sample relaxes back to its
ground state.
The photoinduced phase transitions may play an important role for widespread
application as they enable entirely new “hidden” properties in the known materials.
One of the most actively investigated direction of application of PIPT is the search
for a room temperature superconductivity.
Metal-to-insulator photoinduced phase transitions are also desired by the indus-
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.6: Schematic phase diagram of La1.8-x Eu0.2 Srx CuO4 (a); c-axis reflectance of
a related optimally-doped compound LSCO0.16 in superconducting (red) and normal
(black) states (b); static c-axis reflectance of LESCO1/8 (c); photoinduced reflectance
of LESCO1/8 (d) [1].
try as these materials show that the effect may be implemented in future electronic
devices. The main problem is the usually very short lifetime of the hidden state. Photoinduced superconductivity in LESCO1/8 persists only for a few nanoseconds after
the photoexcitation; photoinduced states in TTF-CA and [Fe(2-pic)3 ]Cl2 ·EtOH are
also short-living.

Chapter 2
Tantalum disulfide
2.1

Transition metal dichalcogenides

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) are a type of materials with the general
formula MX2 with M being a transition metal (Mo, Ta, W, etc.) and X a chalcogen
(S, Se, Te, etc.). A common property of all the materials from this class is a layered
quasi-2D structure. Along with the simple chemical composition, it makes them an
attractive playground for studying different two-dimensional effects.

2.2

Basic properties of TaS2

TaS2 is a layered compound that consists of a hexagonal layer of Ta atoms placed
between two hexagonal layers of sulfur atoms (Figure 2.1a). Such three-layer S-Ta-S
“sandwiches” are stacked along the c-axis forming a three-dimensional crystal. While
the interactions within the sandwich are strongly covalent [47], the sandwiches are coupled only by weak van der Waals forces, that makes this crystal strongly anisotropic
with a pronounced two-dimensional behavior. Five different polytypes of TaS2 were
reported: octahedral 1T, trigonal prismatic 2H and 3R, mixed 4Hb and 6R polytypes
[48, 49]. But all of them, as well as all other representatives of TMD share hexagonal
symmetry. The present work is mainly focused on the 1T polytype of TaS2 . It has
attracted the most experimental attention due to a tremendous number of different
phenomena that appear as a result of its quasi two-dimensional structure. Among
them there are multistability, few different charge-density-wave ordered phases, polaronic and Mott physics, superconductivity, etc. On the other hand, it has a simple
chemical structure and relatively large monocrystals of 1T-TaS2 may be easily grown.
The usual method for growing the crystals of TaS2 is the chemical vapor transport
(CVT) technique: the source elements are placed in the hot end of a long ampoule
filled with the transport agent. As the species evaporate, they are transferred by the
transport agent to the colder end of the ampoule where the crystals are growing. To
be able to obtain the high-quality crystals, the concentration of the elements and the
11
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(a)

(b)
S
Ta

(c)

(d)

Figure 2.1: Atomic structure of 1T-TaS2 (a); temperature dependence of the resistivity
of 1T-TaS2 at normal pressure (b) and at elevated pressure (d). Adopted from [6].
Schematic illustration of the polaron creation in C state (c).
gradient of the temperature in the ampoule have to be carefully tuned. For the growth
of TaS2 pure I2 was used as a transfer agent [50, 51]. The 1T structure is stable only
at the temperature above 780 °C [52], while at low temperature the 2H polytype is
the most stable. To get 1T-TaS2 at room temperature the stoichiometric powder of
2H-TaS2 is heated to 1000 °C with a small excess of sulfur and then it is quenched.
The large crystals that form in the process reveal a metastable 1T structure [53–55].

2.3

Phase diagram of 1T-TaS2

At ambient pressure 1T-TaS2 exhibits four thermodynamic phases [56] that were revealed by transport measurements (Figure 2.1b), X-ray and electron diffraction. At
high temperature, above T > 543 K 1T-TaS2 is a metal with no CDW distortion
present. When cooled below 543 K the material undergoes a second order phase transition to an incommensurate (IC) CDW. The first order phase transition from the
IC to the so-called nearly-commensurate (NC) CDW is observed when cooled below
T = 350 K. At this temperature the resistivity of the material rises for about five
times. The next first order phase transition appears at T = 180 K showing a rise in
resistivity by an order of magnitude. At this temperature the material switches to
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the commensurate (C) CDW. In this state the material becomes a Mott insulator.
The formation of CDW modulations in 1T-TaS2 is mostly driven by a Peierls
mechanism similar to quasi-one-dimensional systems, such as NbSe3 [57] or K0.3 MoO3
[58]. However, in 1T-TaS2 the effect is more complex due to its 2D behavior. It
may be considered as three different 1D CDW modulations along three equivalent
directions rotated by 120° to each other. As a result of such ordering, in the C state
a triangular superlattice of polarons is formed. Each separate polaron is a Davidstar-shaped cluster with twelve Ta atoms displaced towards the thirteenth atom in
the center of the cluster (Figure 2.1c). Thus, only twelve out of thirteen electrons
are gapped by CDW, and the 13th electron is left above the gap. This would suggest
metallic behavior, but the experiments reveal a strong increase of the resistivity at
low temperature. The high resistance is explained by an insulating Mott state, which
arises in the material simultaneously. The C Mott state is very sensitive to any
defects or external stimulus. By doping or by applying external pressure the NC→C
transition temperature Tc2 decreases and the conductivity improves. Due to this, one
of the indirect methods of judging on a quality of 1T-TaS2 crystals is by observing
the upturn in the resistivity at low temperature: in case of the high-quality crystals
with low concentration of the defects the resistivity at 5 K is at least two orders of
magnitude higher than at 100 K, while for low-quality crystals the resistivity stays
low and it may even decrease with lower temperatures.
The neighboring NC phase is a patterned state that consists of commensurate
hexagonal domains that are separated by incommensurate regions (inset in Figure 2.1b).
Due to the high conductivity of incommensurate patches the overall resistivity of the
crystal in this phase is significantly lower than in the C state. The texture of the NC
state may be different depending on the history of the sample: after warming from C
state a triclinic (T) phase appears. It is often called the “striped” phase by analogy to
2H-TaSe2 where CDW domains are ordered in the shape of stripes after warming from
C state [56, 59]. However, more detailed measurements show that in case of 1T-TaS2
there is some deviation and the “stripe” condition is not completely obeyed [60, 61].
These two different kinds of NC patterning are observed in transport measurements
as the increase of resistivity in the range 220–280 K in T phase.
Recent experiments by Sipos et al. [6] show that at the elevated pressure the Mott
C-CDW phase melts and gives a way for the textured NC state. By applying the
pressure larger than 2.5 GPa 1T-TaS2 may be driven to a superconductive state with
the critical temperature Tc ∼ 5 K (Figure 2.1d). The superconductive state also
persists at higher pressure when the sample becomes fully metallic and completely
loses the C-CDW order.
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Figure 2.2: Temperature dependence of in-plane (a) and out-of-plane (b) thermal
expansion coefficients of 1T-TaS2 . Reprinted from [63].

2.4

Thermal expansion and elastic properties of
1T-TaS2

Going through the first order phase transitions causes an abrupt change of different
physical properties in the material. 1T-TaS2 undergoes two first-order phase transitions when cooling from the high-temperature metallic phase: from IC to NC state and
from NC to C state. At each of these transitions a strong increase of the resistivity,
changes in X-ray and electron diffraction are observed. The diffraction experiments
also reveal the discontinuities in the change of lattice constants. The latter causes
the changes of thermal expansion coefficients of the material that should be taken
into account while preparing the samples for the experiments. Givens et al. [62] have
observed the jumps of c-axis thermal expansion coefficients at about 180 K and 350 K
by x-ray diffraction. Three years later Sezerman et al. [63] were also able to observe
the discontinuities in the in-plane expansion.
1T-TaS2 has a hexagonal symmetry, so the expansion is isotropic along the basal
plane. Two terms can express the total expansion: in-plane a-axis and out-of-plane caxis expansion. Both of the coefficients are presented in Figure 2.2. The corresponding
curves will be taken into account for computing the differential strain in section 5.4.

Chapter 3
Experimental techniques
In this chapter, I discuss the general aspects of experimental techniques, that will
be used in the following chapters. The switching to the hidden (H) state is possible
by applying either an ultrashort laser pulse or a short electrical pulse, so here I also
discuss the methods for generating both kinds of pulses. To investigate the properties
of the H state as well as other thermal states in 1T-TaS2 , the results of optical pumpprobe spectroscopy, time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (trARPES)
and DC transport measurement are used.

3.1

Sample preparation

The usual way to synthesize TaS2 crystals is a CVT method with iodine I2 as a
transport agent [50, 64, 65]. The stoichiometric mixture of source powders of Ta
and S is sealed in a quartz ampoule with the transport agent. The ampoule is then
heated at an appropriate temperature gradient. By varying the parameters, different
polytypes may be obtained. To get 1T-polytype the ampoule has to be quenched from
the temperature above 1000 °C. According to the recent work of Ubaldini et al. [50],
other gases may be used as the transport agent as well, with TaCl5 being the optimal
choice for growing TaS2 [50].
1T-TaS2 as well as other transition metal dichalcogenides are layered materials
with weak van der Waals interactions between the layers. This feature allows it
to be easily cleaved in a way similar to graphene, using a sticky tape. In most of
the presented experiments, thin flakes of 1T-TaS2 were used. After exfoliating the
crystals to the required thickness, the flakes were redeposited directly on a substrate.
The usual thickness of the samples was between 50 and 150 nm. Thinner samples
(down to 10 nm) were used for comparison of the supercooled NC and H phases.
Several different substrates were used. The materials for the substrates were chosen
to be transparent for the laser light to pass through them. This allowed the switching
of the samples by an optical pulse through the substrate. I used sapphire (Al2 O3 ),
MgO, CaF2 , quartz and BK-7 glass substrates. In each case the adhesion forces were
15
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Figure 3.1: Pictures of different samples with deposited gold electrodes.
enough to hold the sample during the experiment without any glue.
On top of the flake, metallic electrodes were deposited for transport measurements.
The electrodes were patterned by a laser direct photolithography by an LPKF Protolaser LDI laser writer. The first 5 nm-thick layer of Au/Pd improves the adhesion
and is then covered by a 100 nm-thick layer of Au. Gold is a good material for using
with 1T-TaS2 because it grows epitaxially, does not intercalate in the material and
does not change the CDW in 1T-TaS2 [66]. In Figure 3.1 I show a few examples of
samples prepared for transport measurements.
Bulk samples for the optical measurements were glued onto a copper holder with
GE varnish glue. To obtain a clean surface, the samples were cleaved immediately
before the measurements.

3.2

Generation of ultrashort laser pulses

Starting from 1960, when the first laser was developed, and until now, the field of
laser generators is developing rapidly. Newer and newer laser systems allow the experimentalists to solve increasingly wider field of problems. The recent developments
in generation of ultrashort laser pulses have opened a way for a whole new field of
experimental physics, namely ultrafast spectroscopy. This technique allows the studying dynamic processes, that take place on timescales comparable to the laser pulse
length, reaching the attosecond times. This is the only technique that allows direct
capturing of the ultrafast processes. The ultrafast spectroscopy involves a huge variety
of methods such as transient reflectivity, transmission and absorption measurements
(pump-probe spectroscopy) in the visible, UV, IR and THz ranges, time-resolved
ARPES, X-ray and electron diffraction, etc.
This became possible after the development of Ti:sapphire-based pulsed laser
sources that were the first femtosecond laser systems, simple and stable enough for
the experiments.
The Ti:sapphire crystals allow amplification of light in a broad range between 650–
1100 nm, but normally the lasers are adjusted to work in the proximity of 800 nm
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of interference between a few different modes of resonator
without (a) and with (b) the phase-locking.
(1.55 eV), where the efficiency is the highest. The broad laser gain bandwidth is caused
by an effective absorption band of Ti3+ ions between the vibrationally-broadened
ground state and the first excited state of the ions (400–600 nm). To create the
inverted population and to pump the gain medium, the usual way is to use a continuous
wave (CW) laser (e. g. frequency-doubled solid-state Nd:YAG or Ar+ ion lasers).
One of the possible ways of producing pulsed output is to use a mode-locking
technique in the laser. The idea of the mode-locking, in general, is to align the different
excited modes (which have random phases in the CW mode) with respect to each
other. In other words, to lock their phases and get constructive interference at zero
time and destructive interference in all other cases (Figure 3.2). From the illustration
one can see that for getting shorter pulses, a larger number of modes should be phaselocked. Ti:sapphire is a good candidate for ultrashort pulse generators because of its
broad gain profile. In addition to the short pulse length the peak power of the pulses
is much higher than in CW mode, while the average power stays the same.
In Ti:sapphire laser, Kerr-lens mode-locking can be used for producing short pulses.
It employs the non-linearity of a sapphire (Al2 O3 ) crystal and the fact, that the
refraction index of the non-linear material depends on the intensity of propagating
light:
n = n0 + λKE 2 ,

(3.1)

where n0 is the linear component of the refractive index, λ is the wavelength of the
light, K is the Kerr constant of the material, E is the electric field of the light. From
equation 3.1 it follows that the higher electric field causes an increase of the refractive
index and the tighter focusing of the beam. Since the electric field in the mode-locked
mode is much higher than in CW beam (Figure 3.2), the former one becomes narrower
in the real space. By cutting the CW beam with an aperture, it is possible to bring the
CW mode below the generation threshold leaving the mode-locked beam untouched.
Now, the main challenge is to start the mode-locking and to make the beam narrower.
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This is achieved by a spontaneous phase-locking and can be seeded by introducing
the “shaker” inside the resonator – the element that will modulate the length of the
resonator.
In some laser systems the “hard” aperture is put inside the resonator for cutting
the CW beam (e. g. Coherent Mira Seed Laser), in other systems the “soft” aperture is
created directly inside the Ti:sapphire crystal (e. g. Coherent Mantis): the pump laser
is focused tightly on the gain crystal to have a perfect overlap with the mode-locked
beam. The rest of the crystal is left unpumped, so only the narrow region, where the
mode-locked beam is traveling, is inversely populated. Since the CW beam is wider
than the mode-locked one, it is traveling mainly through the unpumped volume of
the Ti:sapphire crystal, and it does not reach the lasing threshold.
Nowadays Ti:sapphire oscillators can generate laser pulses from a few tens up
to a few hundreds of femtoseconds. However, due to the high repetition rate in
such system (∼100 MHz, depending on the length of the resonator), the maximum
achievable peak power of the pulse is limited by the thermal damage threshold of
the crystal. To overcome this limitation Ti:sapphire-based amplifiers are used. The
output pulse from the oscillator is first pre-chirped by a stretcher – different delays
for different wavelengths are introduced. The resulting pulse lengths are typically up
to 1–100 ps. Then, the stretched pulse is seeded to the amplifier, where it is amplified
in a pumped Ti:sapphire crystal during a few round trips. After the amplification,
the pulse is compressed back to its initial duration. While the oscillators can produce
few-nJ pulses, it is possible to achieve up to 5 mJ/pulse energy with the repetition
rate of 1 kHz.
In this work, two different laser systems for the optical study are used. All the
pump-probe measurements are done using a Coherent Mira Seed oscillator with Coherent RegA 9000 regenerative amplifier. The repetition rate of the system is 250 kHz
and it produces 50-fs pulses with the central wavelength at 800 nm.
The switching of 1T-TaS2 crystals to the hidden state was done either by a single
pulse picked from the Mira+RegA system or by a single pulse from Coherent Legend
system. The latter works with a repetition rate of 1 kHz and produces 35-fs laser
pulses with the central wavelength at 800 nm. Due to the lower repetition rate, this
system can reach higher peak powers. However, it is worse for using as the source for
pump-probe spectroscopy due to the higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

3.3

Optical pump-probe spectroscopy

The speed of the electronic devices is very limited, the fastest machines nowadays cannot measure transients that are much faster than 100–1000 picoseconds, while many
processes that are important for investigation and understanding happens on shorter
timescales. This technical limit may be overcome by implementing the technique,
which is based on using femtosecond laser pulses for capturing the fast dynamics such
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as a time-resolved spectroscopy.

3.3.1

Standard pump-probe setup

The pump-probe spectroscopy is an example of time-resolved techniques that utilize
ultrashort laser pulses to investigate dynamic processes that take place on a timescale
comparable to the laser pulse length (typically around 10–100 fs). First, the sample
is excited by a strong laser pulse from the ground state to a higher-energy transient
state. By using the second, properly delayed laser pulse, we make a “snapshot” of the
state of the system at the exact time when the second pulse arrived. By varying the
delay between the two pulses and taking snapshots for each delay, the whole relaxation
process can be traced.
Transients of different physical properties of the samples may be measured by
this method. In case of an all-optical study, a transient reflectivity or transmission
is measured. In Figure 3.3 I illustrate the basic setup for the optical pump-probe
experiment. The laser pulse is coming out of the generator (typically Ti:sapphire
oscillator with the regenerative amplifier), and it is divided in two parts by a beam
splitter. The first, more powerful beam, is called the pump. It is used to excite the
sample to the transient state. This beam goes through the optical system, and it
is focused on the sample. The second beam, that is, in general, weaker – the probe
beam, goes through the optical delay line, and it is also focused on the same spot of the
sample. The reflected or the transmitted probe beam is then detected. By moving the
stage with a fixed retroreflector on it, the optical path of the probe beam is changed,
which introduces a relative delay between the pulses at the sample position.
In general, the photoinduced changes are small (typically ∆R/R ∼ 10−5 ), which
makes it difficult to extract the signal from the noise due to a high static background.
A good way to increase the SNR and make it possible to detect the photoinduced
signals is to implement a lock-in detection system. This removes the laser noise that
is quite large, in general allowing extracting the transient changes with the magnitude
down to ∆R/R ∼ 10−7 .
The lock-in detection requires the modulation of the signal at a constant frequency.
For this purpose, a mechanical chopper wheel or an acousto-optic modulator (AOM)
is placed in the path of the pump beam (Figure 3.3, AOM), so the beam is periodically blocked or deflected. In the latter case, due to a large amount of glass that
is introduced by the AOM in the beam path, the laser output should be correctly
tuned to compensate the dispersion. Additional dispersion compensator is placed in
the path of the probe beam to equalize the dispersion of both beams. The signal from
the optical detector is amplified and is fed to the lock-in amplifier, which multiplies
this signal by the reference frequency of the modulator to extract the photoinduced
data from the noise.
Due to imperfections of the sample and the experimental setup, a part of the pump
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of the standard pump-probe setup: BS – beam splitter; AOM
– acousto-optic modulator; DL – variable delay line; DC – dispersion compensator;
SHG – second harmonic generation; BBO – β-barium borate crystal; F – short-pass
filter; M1–M9 – mirrors, L1–L4 – lenses; D1, D2 – photo detectors for measuring
transient reflectivity and transmission, respectively.
beam may be scattered into the detector. This will cause the offset of the signal and
introduce additional noise. Thus, the filtering of the pump light is a crucial task for the
pump-probe experiments. By choosing the orthogonal polarization of the pump and
probe beams, and by putting analyzer in front of the detector, the amount of scattered
light, that passed through, can be minimized. However, filtering by polarization is
usually a tricky task, and it does not reach the desired level of filtering. For better
filtering, the two-color pump-probe experiment can be set up (with different pump and
probe wavelengths). In this case, an appropriate filter is placed in front of the detector
to cut the pump beam with higher efficiency. In Figure 3.3 I show the implementation
of a second harmonic generation (SHG) for doubling the pump frequency. A β-barium
borate (BBO) crystal serves as a non-linear medium for the SHG. An additional longpass filter has to be placed in front of the detector to cut the pump beam.

3.3.2

Pump-probe setup with a broadband probe

The majority of the optical pump-probe setups use the laser beams with a quite narrow
spectral range (limited only by the pulse duration). This imposes some restrictions
on the samples that can be studied (the samples need to absorb the radiation at
the pump frequency to show any effect) as well as limits the obtained information.
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Figure 3.4: The scheme of the pump-probe setup with a broadband probe. In addition
to the standard setup (Figure 3.3) in the probe path a white light generation (WLG)
part is added: L4, L5 – lenses; nonlinear crystal Al2 O3 ; NF – notch filter that rejects
800 nm. The reflected probe beam is spectrally resolved by a diffraction grating (DG)
and is focused on a diode array (DA) by a lens (L6).
Only the response at a single wavelength is measured. To overcome this limitation, an
optical parametric amplifier (OPA) can be implemented in the setup. The OPA allows
tuning the wavelength of radiation in a broad range, but the main disadvantage of this
method is that, as before, only the response at a single wavelength may be measured
simultaneously. If multiple spectra at different frequencies have to be obtained, the
experiment time rapidly increases.
Nowadays, the so-called supercontinuum white-probe time-resolved setups attract
more and more attention. The principle and the realization of these setups are similar to the standard pump-probe experiments with the only difference: instead of a
quasi-monochromatic probe beam, they employ a broadband “white” radiation as a
probe. The time-resolved response can be recorded at all wavelengths simultaneously,
reducing the experiment time significantly.
The broadband white light may be generated in a non-linear crystal or an optical
fiber. In the former case, the idea is similar to the generation of the white light in the
OPA using the nonlinear medium (usually a sapphire crystal), which is pumped by
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a strong femtosecond laser source. Recently, femtosecond continuum generation was
also achieved by the low energy-per-pulse pump beams in yttrium aluminum garnet
(YAG), yttrium vanadate (YVO4 ), gadolinium vanadate (GdVO4 ) and potassiumgadolinium tungstate (KGW) [67].
If the strong laser beam is focused on a nonlinear crystal, the effects of self-focusing
(SF) and self-phase modulation (SPM) need to be taken into account. Both of the
mentioned phenomena are based on Kerr nonlinearity of the refractive index. The
high intensity of the incident beam causes a local variation of the refractive index in
the nonlinear crystal. The spatial distribution of the Gaussian beam leads to a larger
variation of the refractive index in the center of the beam and a smaller variation on
the peripheries. As a result, the crystal acts as a positive lens causing the beam size
to collapse and further increase its intensity. The size of the beam is limited to the
wavelength of the pulse when the SF is balanced by the diffraction.
After SF, the intensity of the beam is high enough to give a way for SPM. The
temporal shape of the pulse creates a strong variation of the refraction index in time.
This variation will introduce a phase shift and change the laser frequency in time.
The leading edge of the pulse is converted into the IR radiation, while the trailing
edge is converted into the UV radiation.
The pulse length of supercontinuum, generated in the nonlinear crystal is almost
as short as the pumping laser pulses due to the fast response of the crystal (∼10 fs).
The simple procedure of generation, the broad spectrum and the short pulses make
this method attractive for use, especially in pump-probe setups.
To make the spectral resolution possible in the pump-probe setup, the detection
system has to be upgraded. In conventional setup, an amplified signal from a single
photodiode is used. The transient signal is extracted by a lock-in detection system.
Thus, except for the spectral resolution, the detection system in a broadband pumpprobe setup has to be sensitive enough to detect low-power beams and it has to be fast
enough to implement a lock-in detection and reach desirable SNR level of 10-5 –10-6 .
Commercially available CCD arrays do not provide high speed readout, 1D CMOS
and NMOS arrays could potentially be used, but due to a dead-time and problems
with exposure control, implementation of these devices is quite difficult [68]. Recently,
Mertelj et al. [68] proposed a method to overcome these issues by using commercially
available photodiode arrays in conjunction with the Texas Instrument current-input
analog-to-digital converter. The SNR was shown to be of the order of 10-6 .
A sketch of the narrow-band pump/broadband probe setup is shown in Figure 3.4.
The white light generation part has to be added in the probe beam path: 800 nm
beam is tightly focused on the sapphire crystal to achieve high enough intensity for
SF and SPM in the material. The achromatic lens (L5) collimates the broadband
beam. The notch filter (NF) removes the residue of the initial 800 nm beam. In
the detection system, the single diode is replaced by the diode array (DA) with the
diffraction grating (DF) in front for the spectral resolution.
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One of the problems that arise in the setup illustrated in Figure 3.4 is the chirp,
introduced by the refractive optics. The issue can be minimized by using specially
designed chirp-compensating mirrors or by switching to reflective optics. In the current experimental setup, the chirp is compensated by a software method with limited
precision, so the phase information is lost.

3.4

Time-resolved ARPES

Angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) is a well-known technique, which
allows accessing the information in the reciprocal space of the sample and studying
of the electronic band structure. This method is based on the photoelectric effect: if
the electron absorbs a photon, it can escape the material with the maximum kinetic
energy of Ek = hν − ϕ, where hν is the photon energy, ϕ is the work function of the
material. The basics of the ARPES can be explained by considering the energy and
momentum conservation law for an electron that absorbs a photon:
Ef − Ei = hν,

(3.2)

kf − ki = khν .

(3.3)

Here the indexes f and i correspond to the final and initial states, respectively. khν is
the momentum of the absorbed photon. The photon momentum can usually be neglected as in most of the ARPES experiments the photons with relatively low energies
are used (hν < 100 eV). The binding energy EB of the electron inside the material is
defined by the following equation:
EfN = hν − ϕ − EB .

(3.4)

Thus, if the energy and the momentum of the incident photon are known, by measuring the energy and momentum of the photoelectron it is possible to deduce the
initial energy and momentum of the electron in the material. A few different types
of the detectors allow determining the energy of photoelectrons. Among them are
time-of-flight (TOF) detector, position-sensitive TOF and hemispherical detectors.
The TOF detector has a small input aperture for high direction selectivity. With
this kind of detectors, the delay between the excitation and the detection event is
measured. From the delay time, the velocity and the kinetic energy of the electron
are derived. Position-sensitive TOF detector works by the same principle as a standard TOF, but it also has a momentum resolution. A hemispherical detector consists
of two concentric hemispherical electrodes (Figure 3.5). The electrodes are kept at
the defined voltage to deflect the electrons, escorting them from the input slit to the
output, where a two-dimensional position-sensitive sensor is mounted. At the output,
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the photoelectrons with different energies will be dispersed in the radial direction of
the detector. The second dimension defines the x-projection of the k-vector of the
electrons. The hemispherical detectors gain their popularity since they give both an
energy and a momentum resolution, but still they are much simpler in construction
than the position-sensitive TOF.

Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of the trARPES experiment and hemispherical
detector. The pump beam is denoted in yellow. The blue is the probe pulse, yellow
dots are photoelectrons. Adopted from [69].
As follows from equation 3.4 to get any photoelectrons out of the material the
energy of the incident photons has to be higher than the work function of the material.
This also defines the range of binding energies that can be detected.
The ARPES is a direct method to determine the electronic states of the matter. It
is widely used for studying a huge amount of novel materials, among them are correlated materials such as superconductors, density-wave ordered systems, etc. Despite
all the strengths of the method, it can give information only on populated energy
levels and no information on the excited states since these are empty in equilibrium.
The obvious direction for evolution of the ARPES, especially after the development
of ultrafast laser sources was a non-equilibrium time-resolved ARPES (trARPES).
The idea of the technique is similar to other time-resolved experiments: a first strong
pump pulse drives the system out of equilibrium into the transient state populating
the higher energy levels. A second, properly delayed pulse is used to stimulate pho-
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Figure 3.6: Different schemes for the resistance measurements: two-point technique
(a); 4-point “linear” technique (b); van der Pauw configuration (c).
toelectrons and perform the ARPES measurement. A Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser
source serves for this task well. A fundamental laser mode at 800 nm (1.55 eV) can be
used for pumping the sample. The probe beam needs to have a higher energy to allow
studying further parts of the reciprocal space. Fourth harmonic of laser radiation
at 200 nm (6.2 eV) is enough for many tasks (considering the usual work function
of the most materials in the range of 2–5 eV). Otherwise, high harmonic generation
technique allows reaching the energy of a few tens of eV [70].
The energy and the time resolution are linked via Heisenberg uncertainty principle,
so trARPES has lower energy resolution than the conventional ARPES, since the
ultrashort laser pulses have a large spectral width.

3.5

Transport measurements

DC resistivity measurement is one of the most commonly used and simple to perform techniques. It can hardly be used as an independent method for an “unknown”
matter, but it may give important information in addition to other methods. In the
most straightforward experiment, the resistance of the sample is determined from the
Ohm’s law in a two-terminal mode by sourcing the current through the sample and
measuring the voltage across the device (Figure 3.6a). Despite all the advantages
of this simple experiment, the largest disadvantage is that the obtained value of resistance includes not only the resistance of the sample itself, but also the resistance
of all the contacts and wires in the circuit, which makes it impossible to use for a
low-resistance samples. This shortage may be overcome by using one of the 4-point
techniques that are illustrated in Figures 3.6b,c.

3.5.1

4-point resistivity measurements

The standard one is the “linear” 4-point configuration (Figure 3.6b). In this method,
the current is sourced through the outer pair of electrodes, while the voltage drop is
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Figure 3.7: Schemes of the measurements that are required to deduce the resistivity
of the sample in accordance to van der Pauw technique.
measured across the separate pair of contacts, deposited on the sample (inner electrodes). In this circuit the contact and the cabling resistances do not disturb the
measurement.
I was using both 2-point and 4-point methods. Comparing the results obtained by
both methods, the contact resistance in the circuit was calculated to be much lower
(∼0.1%) than the resistance of the sample in any state. Thus, the contact resistance
can be neglected in this case.
Another 4-terminal method for measuring the resistivity (the previous one allows
only resistance measurements) of the samples is a van der Pauw technique. It is
suitable for thin samples with known thickness.
For this method four electrodes need to be deposited on the sides of a thin homogeneous sample (Figure 3.6c). The sample should not contain any isolated holes.
However, the shape of the sample may be arbitrary. The contacts must be small
and placed on the periphery of the sample. It is possible to deduce the average resistivity of the film by sourcing the current through the two neighboring electrodes
and measuring the voltage drop across the remaining two electrodes in all possible
configurations (four different combinations of electrodes for sourcing the current and
measuring the voltage for both polarities (Figure 3.7)) from the formula:

ρmean =

π
tS [fA (V1 + V5 − V2 − V6 ) + fB (V3 + V7 − V4 − V8 )] ,
8I ln 2

(3.5)

where ρmean is the average resistivity of the sheet, tS is the thickness of the sample,
fA and fB are geometric factors, I is the current that is sourced through the sample,
V1 –V8 are the voltages measured in each configuration.
Among others, one of the most important experimental advantages of van der
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Figure 3.8: Schemes of possible configurations for Hall effect measurements
Pauw configuration is that the same sample with the same set of electrodes may be
used both for 4-point resistivity measurements and for the Hall effect experiments.
To measure the Hall effect, one has to source the current across the sample placed
in the magnetic field. The voltage, measured in the perpendicular direction, is the
Hall voltage (Figure 3.8). By measuring all the configurations, it is possible to get rid
of the geometrical imperfections and improve the SNR.

3.5.2

Experimental setup for transport measurements

In most of the experiments, I was using a current source mode (except for the electrical
switching of 1T-TaS2 where I used the voltage source as well).
For standard transport measurements, I used Keithley 6430 source meter or Keithley 6221 current source with Keithley 2182A nanoveltmeter. The latter one offers
the possibility not only of standard DC measurements, but also so-called delta and
pulse-delta mode measurements. Van der Pauw and Hall effect measurements require
switching between different measuring configurations. This was done by Keithley 7001
multiplexer with two 5×4 channel cards. The experimental system allows measuring
all possible configurations for two different samples automatically without the need to
reconnect any wires manually. The samples were placed in Janis or Oxford cryostats.

3.5.3

Noise in resistivity measurements

The noise level becomes of great importance especially for the Hall effect measurements since the signals are, in general, very low. The theoretical limit for the noise
level in transport experiments is determined by a thermal, or Johnson-Nyquist noise.
In any material, the thermal energy causes the movement of the charged particles,
which produces the noise. The power of motion is determined by the formula:
PJN = 4kB T B,

(3.6)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and B is the bandwidth of
the noise. Thus, the Johnson-Nyquist noise voltage and current will be, respectively:
VJN =

q

4kB T BR,

(3.7)
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s

IJN =

4kB T B
,
R

(3.8)

where R is the resistance of the element. The power spectral density of JohnsonNyquist noise is close to constant for a wide range of frequencies. Thus, by reducing
the bandwidth the noise can effectively be decreased.
To reach the theoretical limit of the noise in a real experiment, the electrical circuit
should be carefully designed. All the wires and the elements of the circuit need to be
well-shielded. The circuit must have a good and only one grounding point to avoid
any “ground loops”. For high impedance measurements the leakage currents should be
considered. But since in the described experiments the usual resistance of the device
is in the range 102 –106 Ohm and the resistance of the wire insulation is still at least
three orders of magnitude higher, no guarding was used because the leakages were
negligible. With such a setup in standard DC mode measurements for a time-constant
τ = 0.5 s, I achieved the peak-to-peak noise VN ∼ 10−6 V on the element with the
resistance of ∼103 Ohm. By using the delta mode technique (see the next subsection
for the details) and by increasing the measurement time to 30 s the noise level can be
reduced by additional two orders of magnitude and it reaches VN ∼ 10 nV, which is
close to the theoretical limit.

3.5.4

Delta and pulse-delta mode measurements

Standard DC mode measurements do not allow the determination of the resistance
from a single measurement at a constant current very precisely. Mainly, the offset of
the measured value is caused by thermal electromotive forces (EMF) that appear at
connections. The I-V curve has to be measured at a few different values of the current
instead. The resistance can be derived from a slope of the resulting line (in case of
the ohmic circuit). To get rid of the thermal EMF already in a single experiment
at a single current value, the Keithley 6221 allows using the delta mode. Several
measurements are made for each data point by reversing the polarity of the source
(Figure 3.9a). Each delta-mode reading is calculated from three measured voltages
VA , VB , VC in the following way:
(VA − 2VB + VC )
(−1)n ,
(3.9)
4
where n is the number of delta readings. The resulted value of the voltage is then
averaged over all readings, and the resistance is calculated by dividing the obtained
average voltage by the set current. This way, the thermal EMF is automatically
canceled. The overall noise in delta measurement is also lower than in standard DC
measurements due to a lower bandwidth.
VDn =

An additional factor to consider when investigating the samples with a high resistivity is the Joule heating effect. Both in standard DC or delta measurements,
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the heating should be considered. Since the Johnson-Nyquist noise imposes the limitation on the lowest current that may be used in the experiment and Joule heating
determines the upper limit of the current, these two limitations may make DC measurements impossible to conduct, therefore the so-called pulse-delta mode should be
used.
In pulse-delta mode, a high current is applied only for a short periods of time to
minimize the heating of the sample. The pulse length may be as short as 50 μs in
the present setup. Before and after applying the high current pulse, the source is
switching to the low current mode, thus lowering the power delivered to the sample
(Figure 3.9b). This method has all the advantages of the delta mode and can also be
used for the samples sensitive to heating.
Since delta and pulse-delta modes are using a single current set point for the
determination of the resistance, it is important to confirm that the circuit is ohmic
before using these methods.
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the principles of delta mode (a) and pulse-delta mode (b)
for resistance measurements.

Chapter 4
Manipulating the hidden states
In the last two decades, an ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy became a powerful
tool for studying strongly correlated systems. Generation of photoinduced metastable
phases in correlated materials nowadays attracts a lot of attention [1, 41, 45, 71–73].
Photoinduced MIT, magnetic transitions and transient superconductivity are widely
studied over the world. All of these effects are desired by the industry. Unfortunately,
in most cases, the photoinduced phases are not stable and the corresponding lifetimes
are too short ( 1 s) for practical applications.
In section 2.3 I presented the equilibrium phase diagram of 1T-TaS2 . The roomtemperature NC phase transforms to the C phase below 180 K. The latter one is a Mott
insulating phase. Recently, Stojchevska et al. [74, 75] have shown that by illuminating
1T-TaS2 with a strong 50-fs laser pulse at low temperature, it is possible to change its
state. This is the first observed switching to a stable hidden (H) photoinduced state.
The present work is devoted to the investigation of the properties of the hidden state
in 1T-TaS2 . Possible other ways of switching between the thermal and hidden phases
are considered as well.

4.1

Switching to a hidden state

The hidden state in 1T-TaS2 can be reached either by a strong optical excitation or
by an electrical pulse. The H state is only observed at a temperature lower than
the NC-C transition. Its lifetime is strongly temperature-dependent, and this state
cannot be reached at near-equilibrium conditions.

4.1.1

Optical switching of 1T-TaS2

The sample was exposed to the individual 35-fs pulses from the amplified Ti:sapphire
laser source at a low temperature. The power of the pulse was gradually increased, and
the system properties were monitored by measuring the resistance of the sample after
each laser pulse (Figure 4.1a). The sample was illuminated from the back through the
substrate to ensure that the contact region is not in the shadow of the four contacts
31
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Figure 4.1: Switching threshold (a) for laser switching by 35-fs pulses and dependence
of sample resistance on the number of switching pulses (b).

made on top of the sample. There was no effect of irradiation for laser pulses with
low fluence (F < 1 mJ/cm2 ). Stronger pulses with F ∼ 1 mJ/cm2 causes the sample
resistance to decrease rapidly. The resistance becomes lower when applying stronger
pulses, and it saturates at the value RH /RC ∼ 10−4 at temperature T = 1.5 K.
The observed change of the resistance is persistent – the sample stays in the
low-resistance state until it is intentionally erased back to the thermal C state (see
section 4.2 for the details).
Stojchevska et al. [74] have shown in all-optical experiments that the switching
occurs between the two distinct, well-defined states, and no other intermediate states
are reachable. The smeared threshold and apparent decrease in the resistance for
stronger pulses do not indicate switching between many different states, but they
are artifacts of the experiment. The penetration depth of 800 nm light in 1T-TaS2 is
30 nm, while the thickness of the samples was 50–100 nm. Thus, not the whole sample
is excited homogeneously along c-axis. Only the top layers are switched to the H state.
By increasing the pulse power above 1 mJ/cm2 , the volume of the sample, in which
the threshold is reached, is increasing. This causes a further decrease in resistance.
For thinner samples and homogeneous excitation, the dependence of resistance on
pulse power is, presumably, step-like (see subsection 4.1.2).
I have also checked the dependence of switching on the number of laser pulses
above the threshold (Figure 4.1b). The sample reaches the H state already after the
first pulse and no further change occur after subsequent pulses. This experiment was
conducted at 1 kHz and 250 kHz repetition rates. For higher repetition rates, there
is increased probability of erasing the H state by heating (see section 4.2).
For weaker pulses below the threshold, no effect is observed regardless of number
of pulses.
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4.1.2

Electrical switching

The optical switching to the H state in 1T-TaS2 was shown to work with an extremely
short 35-fs single laser pulse. But for the practical application in electronic devices,
it is much more convenient to use only electrical pulses in the whole process without
linking it to the optics. The possibility of electrical switching to the H state was tested
by varying parameters of the pulse in broad ranges.
The short electrical pulses of different amplitude were sourced through 1T-TaS2
flakes while monitoring the state of the system by measuring the voltage drop across
the sample. The measurements were done at 20 K. The current pulse duration was
chosen to be 50 μs. I used pulse-delta mode (see subsection 3.5.4 for the details),
which allows the extraction of the sample resistance from a single measurement without subtracting the thermal EMF. In Figure 4.2 the results of the experiment are
presented. For low-current pulses the I-V curve is linear and corresponds to the C
state of the system. At higher currents the I-V curves show an unusual exponential
increase of I with V :
V
.
I = I0 exp
V0




(4.1)

After increasing I beyond a critical value IT there is a sharp drop in V . Thereafter,
the I-V curve becomes ohmic over a large range of I, but with a slope three orders of
magnitude lower than the slope observed for low-current pulses. The threshold current
IT = 1.3 mA implies the current density jT = 0.47 mA/μm2 and the corresponding
electric field ET = 1 V/μm. After releasing the current, the sample stays in the
low-resistance state for an indefinitely long time.
On the return cycle, the I-V curve is linear in the whole range 0–4 mA with the
slope corresponding to the low-resistance H state (dashed line in Figure 4.2a). This
experiment shows a very sharp threshold (inset in Figure 4.2a) with no intermediate
states.
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Figure 4.2: Pulsed current measurements of 1T-TaS2 at T = 20 K: voltage (a) and
resistance (b) dependence on the sourced current. At 1.3 mA switching to the H state
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Figure 4.3: Switching of 1T-TaS2 to the H state by current pulses at different temperature (a). Dependence of the threshold voltage VT on the length of the sample
(b). Temperature dependence of threshold voltage VT (c) and threshold current IT
(d). Dependence of VT on V0 (e).
The sample inhomogeneities may have caused the small decrease of the voltage at
0.21 mA, which was observed in this experiment. Due to the defects, local current
density in one part of the sample could be higher and, thus, the threshold there was
reached earlier.
The temperature dependence of the switching is shown in Figure 4.3a for 16 K <
T < 205 K (the data was obtained by Ian A. Mihailović). Each curve is measured on
a “freshly ordered” CDW state, prepared by slowly cooling the sample from 300 K
to the indicated base temperature before each measurement. For T up to ∼55 K
(Figure 4.3a) the behavior is similar to that described above. In the range 55–165 K,
an instability is observed above IT , where the voltage fluctuates with each pulse
between high-resistance and low-resistance states. Above 165 K, these fluctuations
disappear. Above 195 K, the switching is not observed anymore.
The threshold voltage VT for switching goes down with the temperature (Figure 4.3c), while the threshold current IT stays temperature independent (Figure 4.3d).
Thus, one can assume that the current (current density) is the determinant value in
the switching process, while the voltage (electric field) depends on the geometry of the
sample. The dependence VT (V0 ) obtained from the fit to the data using equation 4.1
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Figure 4.4: Switching of 1T-TaS2 to the H state by electrical pulses of different duration.
shows linear behavior (Figure 4.3e).
The dependence of VT on the distance between the electrodes was tested as well.
For this purpose, the sample with a few sets of electrodes was prepared (inset in Figure 4.3b). Since it is difficult to control the geometrical parameters of the sample with
the preparation method that is used, using the same sample in different experiments
allows eliminating (at least partially) the effects of geometrical imperfections due to
very different thicknesses and lateral sizes for different samples. Figure 4.3b reveals a
linear increase of VT with the distance between the electrodes.
For practical application (e. g. as a memory device) the fast switching time by a
short pulse is desirable. 50-μs pulses used in experiment cannot compete with the
state-of-the-art devices in which 500 ps switching times have recently been reached
(e. g. for PCM device [76]).
In Figure 4.4 I present the dependence of switching on the electrical pulse length.
For the generation of pulses longer than 1 ns a standard pulse generator was used
(Stanford DG535). The 50 ps pulses were generated by irradiating the MSM photodetector with a 50-fs laser pulse. The results of the experiment are presented in
Figure 4.4. Prior to each switching pulse the sample was electrically erased (see section 4.2) to minimize the effect of the previous pulses and to restore the C order.
For any pulse of the duration in a range 50 ps–10 ms the H state was successfully
reached. In each case the same value of the resistance with a very small deviation was
measured. This suggests that in each case, the same and the only possible H state is
observed.
When applying the pulses in the range 10 ms–4 s a partial switching is observed,
while no switching was obtained with longer pulses. As it will be described in more
details in section 4.2, Joule heating becomes too high for long pulses and the sample
may be erased to the C state.
In the previous experiments, the state of the sample was checked by measuring the
resistance by a separate low-power pulse, which was delayed after the switching pulse
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Figure 4.5: Switching process of 1T-TaS2 using a single 1 μs current pulse of different
amplitudes at 150 K.
by ∼1 s. This means that the information on the evolution of the system in the first 1 s
after the excitation is lost. To shine a light on the real speed of the switching processes
the 1-μs-long square electrical pulses were sourced through the flake while monitoring
the voltage across the sample in real time using Tektronix TDS 3054 oscilloscope with
a 2 ns resolution (Figure 4.5). Below the threshold, I observed the square pulses,
which corresponded to the shape of the input pulses. The rise and the fall times are
limited by an RC-constant of the circuit. At high current, as soon as the threshold
value is reached, the voltage rapidly drops revealing the transition to the H state.
To have an estimation for the switching speed, the rise and the fall times of the
pulse as well as the fall time upon switching were fitted by an exponential function:
t
V = V0 exp −
,
τ




(4.2)

where τ = RC is the time-constant of the circuit. When the sample is in the C
state it is equal to τC = 54 ns. In the H state, the fall time at the end of the pulse
(at t = 1000 ns) implies τH = 44 ns. The fall time when the sample is switched
(at t ∼ 200 ns) is τS = 42 ns. The measurements were done at a temperature
T = 150 K. The resistance of the sample in the C and H states is RC = 10 kOhm
and RH = 5.4 kOhm, respectively. This implies values of the circuit capacitance
CC = 5.4 pF and CH = 8.1 pF, respectively.
The time-constants τH and τS are equal within the resolution of the system (2 ns),
which indicates that the switching process is faster than the resolution – faster than
2 ns. This value is approaching the state-of-the-art PCM memory cells with the
reported 0.5 ns switching time [76]. A more detailed study will require a significant
decrease of the circuit capacitance and a faster experimental setup to provide a better
time resolution.
The detailed explanation of the nature of the switching process is still missing.
However, some qualitative assumptions can be done. The optical mechanism proposed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.6: STM images of the textured CDW phase with domain walls at different
bias voltage. Adopted from [78].
by Stojchevska et al. [74] does not apply for the electrical switching, as in the latter
case injected electrons and holes are spatially separated. For the electrical switching it
can be proposed that as the pulse of charges propagates through the sample the energy
of the system is lowered by charge carriers dynamically creating domain walls (DW).
Since the DWs are charged with respect to the CDW background, they repeal each
other forming a textured structure. The modeling in [77] shows that the C state is
unstable towards the formation of a periodic DW structure, which is incommensurate
with the underlying lattice.
The Mott-Hubbard picture is not suitable for a microscopic description of the DWs
formation. However, taking into account the effect of long-range Coulomb repulsion
and considering the pulse propagation along the polaronic crystal, the effect can be
qualitatively described. The carriers are injected with the excess of energy, which
they lose within 1 ps. Taking into account the avalanche process, which takes place as
the carriers thermalize, the 40-ps pulse creates approximately ni ∼ 106 –107 electrons
and holes, which reach the UHB and LHB respectively. Occupancy of the Hubbard
bands is unstable, so as the carriers propagate in the applied electrical field, the
holes annihilate with the localized electrons at the center of polarons. This removes
the deformation creating a void in the polaronic lattice. As the result of Coulomb
interaction, the voids create a textured structure of DWs rather than a homogeneous
patch near the electrode.
As soon as the textured phase is established by the charges from the leading edge
of the pulse, no further changes are observed for the trailing edge. This explains why
the process is independent on the pulse length.
In the recent works of Cho et al. [78] and Ma et al. [79] the Mott-insulating state
of 1T-TaS2 was altered by applying a voltage pulse between the STM tip and the flake
of 1T-TaS2 . This pulse transforms the defectless polaronic superlatice into a textured
phase, in which the commensurate domains are separated by the DWs (Figure 4.6).
The induced phase appears only at low temperature and gradually relaxes during
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the STM scans. The scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) reveals metallic nature
of the state. Moreover, the band gap was closed not only inside the DWs but also
the domains show gapless state. These experiments confirm the qualitative picture,
presented above. However, a detailed study is needed to prove if the H state is the
same state as the textured phase observed in [78, 79].
While there is no complete theory of switching, certain effects were addressed
by Brazovskii and Mihailović. The unusual exponential behavior of I-V curve for
the intermediate current regime was explained in terms of the tunneling of carriers
through the striped sheets of charges. The tunneling rate for such process was shown
to be Γ ∼ exp (V /V0 ), leading to I/I0 = exp (V /V0 ) as observed in the experiment. For
V > VT there is no more reflection from the barrier, and the carriers spill over the
entire sample transforming it into the H state. The modeling based on the work of
Nakanishi and Shiba [80, 81] shows that the C state is unstable towards the formation
of the textured state in the presence of current. However, persistence of the H state
after the current is turned off was not explained yet.

4.1.3

Switching by a THz field

In previous sections, I have shown the ways to switch 1T-TaS2 from the C state to
the H state by applying either an ultrashort electromagnetic pulse in the visible or
near-IR range or by a short electrical pulse. In the following section, I present the
data on the influence of ultrashort THz pulses on the properties of 1T-TaS2 that may
build a bridge between optical and electrical switching process. The single-cycle THz
pulses were generated by a large-area photoconductive THz Emitter Tera-SED [82–84].
Tera-SED is an MSM device in which photogenerated carriers are accelerated by a bias
field emitting THz radiation. The device can be easily implemented in a femtosecond
laser setup. The THz radiation was detected by an electro-optical sampling in ZnTe
crystal. The maximum electrical field, which can be generated by this source was
ETHz = 50 V/cm, the spot size was d = 3.5 mm (Figure 4.7). No switching to the
H state was observed when the sample was irradiated by the THz pulse. However,
it may not mean that the THz radiation is not suitable for switching to the H state.
The threshold amplitude of the electrical field, obtained from the electrical switching
experiments is VT = 1 V/μm. This is much higher than the maximum amplitude of
the THz field. Additional difficulties are caused by the small size of the sample. It is
smaller than the wavelength of THz radiation, thus, it can happen that the emitted
pulse is not absorbed by the sample at all.
The influence of THz radiation on the properties of 1T-TaS2 should be further
investigated. New developments in the field of single cycle THz pulse generation currently allow fields of ETHz ∼ 1 MV/cm [85] that should be large enough for observing
the switching.
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Figure 4.7: Time-dependence of the THz field (a); the profile of the spot on the
sample.

4.2

Erasing the hidden state

A few different ways are available for switching 1T-TaS2 to the H state. In this section,
I present the possible methods of erasing the H state back to the thermal C state. It
is important to find the effective way of reverting the sample to its initial state for the
application of the material as a memory device, in which both “write” and “erase”
operations need to be fast.

4.2.1

Thermal annealing

All the methods for erasing the sample share the same principle: the temperature
of the material must rise above the C-NC transition, where the H state does not
exist anymore. For example, it may be done by a standard annealing procedure
with an external heater. In laboratory experiments, with the samples prepared as in
section 3.1, this involves heating of the whole cryostat, which makes this method very
slow and unpractical. If it would be possible to avoid the heating of the surrounding
elements and only a tiny sample would be locally heated, the speed could be increased
dramatically. Recent works show successful integration of such device into PCM
memory cells that reached a sub-500-ps “reset” cycle – switching from a crystalline
to an amorphous state [76, 86, 87]. In this device a separate small resistive heater
(e. g. WO3 ) is embedded in each memory cell of PCM device (Figure 4.8). The similar
configuration is appropriate for using with 1T-TaS2 , where the speed may be increased
even more with the same parameters of the cell because 1T-TaS2 does not require very
high erasing temperature (e. g. in PCM device the cell must be heated up to 900 K
versus 220 K for 1T-TaS2 ).
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TiN
GeSbTe
WO3
W
SiO2
Figure 4.8: The cross section of the PCM memory cell with the built-in heating WO3
element. After [86].

4.2.2

Joule heating

Instead of using an external heater, erasing the H state in 1T-TaS2 can be performed
by a direct heating of the sample by Joule energy.
During the erasing process, the resistance of the sample starts to increase gradually.
Thus, it is more practical to use a voltage source rather than a current source to limit
the heating power and avoid overheating and damaging the sample. However, even
in this case, due to poor control of the sample temperature, the cracks and microfractures may appear in the flake. High current also causes fast degradation of the
deposited metallic electrodes. The advantage of this method is its relatively high
speed.
In Figure 4.9, I show the dependence of the erasing process on the electrical pulse
length. The amplitude of the pulse was chosen to be just above the switching threshold
to the H state. Prior to each erasing pulse, the sample was freshly switched to the H
state by a 50 μs electrical pulse.
For pulses shorter than 20 ms no erasing is observed, while for longer pulses the
sample starts being erased partially and the H state is erased completely by the 10 s
pulse. This data proves the hypothesis made in section 4.1.2 that no switching is
observed for long pulses due to the H state being erased immediately after it was
created.
Due to the fast degradation of the sample after using this method the heating by
an external heater with well-known resistivity curve such as WO3 is more favorable
and gives a better temperature control.

4.3. Response of 1T-TaS2 to the electrical pulses of different shapes
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Figure 4.9: Erasing the H state by voltage pulses of different duration.

4.2.3

Heating by a quasi-continuous-wave laser

If the laser is used for switching to the H state, it may be convenient to erase the state
also by the laser irradiation without a need to make any electrical connections to the
sample. As it was discussed previously in this chapter, the only requirement is reaching
the temperature T = 220 K. Thus, depending on the laser type the parameters of
the beam should be chosen appropriately. Several different possibilities were tested:
erasing by a CW laser in the visible range, a train of 50-ps IR pulses with the repetition
rate of 250 kHz and a train of 50-fs IR pulses with the repetition rate of 80 MHz. In
each case the sample was successfully erased to its initial insulating state.

4.3

Response of 1T-TaS2 to the electrical pulses of
different shapes

The recent article by Hollander et al. [88] shows a reversible electrical IMT in 1T-TaS2
thin flakes very similar to the switching to the H state, which is the subject of the
present work. The main difference is that in [88], the switching is discussed as being
volatile, unlike the non-volatile transition to the H state reported here. To confront
these two different observations and to address all the discrepancies, I have checked the
response of the sample to the electrical pulses of different shapes. It should reveal the
same behavior as in [88], where the long triangular pulses were used in DC transport
experiments [88].
In this work, the short strong square pulses are used for switching, while the state
of the system is tested with the low-current pulses (to ascertain that the sample is
not disturbed too much during the measurement) after each switching pulse. In [88],
the authors applied either DC or pulsed voltage while measuring the current through
the device. The current was monitored as the voltage drop across the resistor, which
was connected in series with the sample. Thus, the drop in the sample resistance
caused the increase of the voltage on the resistor in a constant voltage mode. While
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: Insulator-to-metal voltage-induced transition in 1T-TaS2 observed by
Hollander et al. [88] (a); thermal NC-C phase transition (b); pulsed measurement of
insulator-to-metal transition (c); zoomed-in view of the transition (d). Adopted from
[88].
sweeping the voltage up and down in DC mode, the authors observed hysteretic
switching between the two states (Figure 4.10a). In the pulsed regime with 300 μs
long triangular pulses (Figure 4.10c), the strong decrease of the sample resistance
was observed when sweeping the voltage up. On the falling side of the pulse, the
voltage across the resistor was decreasing almost linearly, while following the input
pulse shape. The small curvature was attributed to a partial erasure of the sample.
Since the experiment is very similar to the one described in this work, one can expect
to reach the same induced state in both cases. However, in this work the non-volatility
of the switching was shown, while Hollander et al. report volatile switching.
Figure 4.11 illustrates the response of 1T-TaS2 to the electrical pulses of different
shapes. The measurement was done at a temperature T = 150 K, where the lifetime of
the H state is short (about 1–10 ms). It allows us to perform a repetitive experiment.
The response of the system to a square pulse was described in detail in section 4.1.2.
Since only the leading edge of the pulse was shown to be responsible for the switching,
the response of 1T-TaS2 to a step-like function is similar to the square pulse. In
this case, an abrupt switching is observed as soon as the current density (electrical
field) reaches the threshold value (Figure 4.11a). No erasing can be seen while the
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Figure 4.11: Switching and erasing of the H state in 1T-TaS2 by the electrical pulses
of different shapes and durations: step-like pulse (a); single uni-polar triangular pulse
(b); continuous bipolar triangular waveform (c); single long triangular pulse (d).
current is on. For the triangular pulse (Figure 4.11b) a similar switching effect is
seen, whereupon the voltage continues to rise linearly as the current source ramps.
On the falling side of the pulse, the voltage first decreases linearly, revealing the
H state. When the current drops below the switching threshold, the voltage stops
following the linear behavior due to the relaxation of the H state, which takes place
in a few tens of ms. In Figure 4.11c I show the response of the sample to a continuous
bipolar triangular waveform. The period of the wave was chosen to be long enough
to enable the erasing of the sample in a half-period. Similarly, as with the single
unipolar triangular pulse, the switching is observed on the leading side of the pulse as
the current reaches the threshold value. After that, on the trailing side of the pulse,
the sample relaxes as soon as the current goes below the threshold value. The same
effect is observed with another polarity with no asymmetry.
I show the switching and erasing of the H state by a single long pulse at low
temperature, when the lifetime of the H state is much longer than the pulse length.
An example with 2 s triangular pulse at 20 K is illustrated in Figure 4.11d. The
leading edge of the pulse causes switching to the H state, very similar to the case
explained before. After this, the sample stays in the H state even after the current
decreases below the threshold value (due to the high stability of the state at this
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temperature). After a period of monotonic linear voltage decrease, it starts to rise
and approaches the value, which corresponds to the C state – it is the region where
the temperature of the sample started to rise due to Joule heating causing the erasing
of the H state. For shorter pulses no deviation from the linear behavior is observed
and the sample stays switched after the pulse. In both cases the local temperature
of the sample stayed below 220 K – below C-NC transition. However, in the former
case, the Joule energy was high enough for the erasing process because the sample
was kept at elevated temperature longer than the lifetime of the H state at this T
(e. g. τ150K ∼ 100 ms).
The switching to the H state may be observed irrespectively of the shape of the
pulse. The main requirement is the pulse being short enough to avoid Joule heating.
It should also be shorter than the lifetime of the H state.
The difference between the results presented in this work and the data presented
by Hollander et al. may be caused by them using quite long 300 μs electrical pulses
[88]. These pulses could erase the sample immediately after the switching, so the
non-volatility of the transition was not observed. The pulsed measurements in the
mentioned study were done only at 150 K, where the lifetime of the H state is of
the order of 100 ms (for sapphire substrate), which causes additional experimental
difficulties and the effect may easily be missed.

Chapter 5
Properties of the hidden state in
1T-TaS2
In this chapter I present optical pump-probe and transport data obtained for 1TTaS2 samples in the temperature range 1.5–300 K. At 300 K the material is in NC
state, then after passing through the phase transition at ∼180 K it switches to the C
Mott state at low temperature. I will consider the relation between these two thermal
states and the low-resistance H state. Some additional comments on a supercooled
NC (S-NC) phase are given.

5.1

Transport properties

At high temperatures 1T-TaS2 is a simple parent metal with a single Ta d electron
band crossing the Fermi level. At Tc0 = 543 K it forms an IC CDW. When cooled
below Tc1 = 350 K, the IC structure tries to conform to the underlying lattice and
forms a NC state, in which electrons on each 13th Ta atom localize, leading to a regular
hexagonal array of nearly-commensurate polaron clusters separated by domain walls
(DWs). Below Tc2 = 180 K the DWs vanish and a fully commensurate hexagonal
polaronic superlattice forms, which is a Mott insulator with an energy gap ∆Mott =
0.1 eV [89, 90]. Each of these states can be revealed by simple transport measurements
as the first order phase transitions in 1T-TaS2 are accompanied by the changes of the
sample resistivity (Figure 5.1a).
Due to the emergence of the insulating Mott state the resistance starts to rapidly
increase below 100 K (note the log scale in Figure 5.1) – this proves the quality of the
crystals and low concentration of the defects [91]. Low defect concentration was also
directly proved by STM measurements, which revealed the concentration of the point
defects to be ∼1–2 per 20×20 nm2 area. The curves of cooling and warming coincide
perfectly in the low-temperature region. This confirms high stability of the sample
and the measuring system.
A different behavior is observed in the low-temperature photo- or electrically45
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Figure 5.1: Phase diagram of 1T-TaS2 in the range 1.5–300 K measured without
photoexcitation (a) and with switching to the H state at 1.5 K by a single laser
pulse (b).

induced H state (Figure 5.1b). After cooling the sample to the low temperature, a
single ultrashort optical or an electrical pulse was applied to the sample. This causes
a dramatic change in resistivity, which drops by three orders of magnitude. Further
monitoring of the sample state at a constant temperature revealed no change in the
resistance even in the longest observation lasting 4 days. When heating from the H
state, the resistance stays approximately constant up to ∼57 K – for as long as the
sample stays in induced state. Above this temperature the lifetime of the H state
becomes comparable to the measurement timescale and the sample starts to relax
causing the upturn in resistance. Above ∼130 K the resistance merges with the curve
obtained in the dark (without the excitation).
I shall refer to the temperature at which the resistivity starts recovering from the
H to the C value as transition temperature TH . However, TH is not strictly defined
since the shape of the curve in this region depends on the speed of the experiment
and its relation to the lifetime of the H state at the given temperature: the higher the
measurement speed is, the sharper transition region is, and at a higher temperature it
is observed. To be able to compare the TH for different samples all the measurements
were performed at the same speed with the cooling/warming rate of 1 K/min.
w
Above the Tc2
no evidence of the H state is left no matter how fast the sample was
heated up. The striped T phase, which can be observed in 1T-TaS2 during warming
only if the sample went through the C-NC transition prior does not show any difference
if the sample was switched to the H state at low temperature (Figure 5.2). This can
w
serve as an indirect indication that no footprint of the H state survives above Tc2
.

In all experiments presented in this work it is assumed that the sample is completely erased and equal to the fresh virgin sample after it was heated above Tc2 .

5.1. Transport properties

5.1.1
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Supercooled phase in 1T-TaS2

In the recent works of Yoshida et al. [92] and Yu et al. [93] the possibility of reaching a
supercooled NC (S-NC) phase in 1T-TaS2 at low temperature was discussed. In both
works, the authors are dealing with thin-films samples, and they have shown that the
supercooled phase may be reached only in very thin flakes.
To prove that the H and S-NC states are different states and to get additional
information on relation between the H state and the other states of the material, the
temperature dependencies of the sample resistance in NC, C, H and S-NC states for
the same sample had to be measured (Figure 5.2a).
To reach the S-NC state the sample should be rapidly cooled from above Tc2 down
to ∼70 K. The cooling rate required to freeze the NC order in the sample strongly
depends on the thickness of the sample, and it is higher for thicker samples [92, 93].
For the samples thinner than ∼10 nm no transition to C state is observed at any
cooling rate and the sample always persists in NC state even in case of very slow
cooling.
To be able to reach both states by varying the cooling speed in an adequate
range a 20-nm-thick sample was chosen. It can be supercooled with the cooling rate
>5 K/min, while it undergoes the NC-C phase transition at lower cooling rates.
When fast cooled from the room temperature, the resistance is monotonically
rising in the whole range down to 25 K (Figure 5.2a). Below 25 K a small downturn
of the curve is observed. The resistance ratio in this case RS-NC /R300K ∼ 5. When
heated, the sample resistance follows the same path up to 85 K, at which point it
rapidly rises to the value in the C state. After further heating, the resistance follows
usual trend revealing the C-NC phase transition at ∼220 K.
When slowly cooled, the NC-C phase transition is observed as a rise in resistivity
at 130 K, whereupon it continues to grow as the Mott insulating phase is developed.
A lower transition temperature (in comparison to 180 K for usual samples) is caused
by a reduced thickness of the sample [94]. By applying the ultrashort optical or the
electrical pulse the sample can be switched to the H state at 20 K. RH /R300K ∼ 12
in this case. When heated, the H state persists up to TH ∼ 57 K, whereupon the
resistance merges to the value of the C state.
The first clear distinction between S-NC and H states are their different resistivities: the resistance in the H state is higher than in the S-NC state. The presented
ratio RH /RS-NC is very sample dependent and varies a lot from sample to sample. For
some samples, the resistance of the H state can be even lower than the extrapolated
value of the high-temperature NC state (Figure 5.2b), which also gives an evidence
for the difference between NC and H states.
Another proof of different nature of the H and the S-NC state is their different
relaxation behavior. While for the H state the transition temperature can hardly be
determined due to the wide transition range, in case of the S-NC state the transition
is very sharp and occurs at a higher temperature (85 K against 57 K for the H state).
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Figure 5.2: Difference between the NC, C, supercooled NC and H phases measured
by DC transport method (a); Another example of the transition to H state. In this
sample the resistance in the H state is lower than the extrapolated value (dashed line)
of the NC phase (b).
Despite the fact that the S-NC and the H states are different states, it is not
possible to switch the sample between them directly. The H state is not reachable by
starting from the S-NC, neither by applying ultrashort laser pulses nor by electrical
pulses.

5.2

Optical properties

The optical properties of 1T-TaS2 were studied mainly by optical pump-probe spectroscopy. The experimental setup utilizes 50-fs laser beam from Coherent Mira/RegA
laser system (see section 3.3). The fundamental mode of the laser at 800 nm (1.55 eV)
or the second harmonic at 400 nm (3.1 eV) was used as a pump beam. The fundamental 800 nm radiation served as a probe beam in the standard pump-probe technique, or
the broadband probe in the range 450–1100 nm for the supercontinuum pump-probe
setup was used.
The response of the sample does not depend on the pump photon energy (for the
two tested energies).

5.2.1

Sample thickness dependence of the pump-probe signal

Results of the optical pump-probe experiments for the bulk 1T-TaS2 measured in reflection were published recently [59, 74]. Both the NC and the C states were presented
in these works. Our results are in good agreement with the published data. With the
pump-probe method the two states are clearly distinguishable by coherent phonons
observed in the spectra.
In Figure 5.3a I show an example of the raw data in both C and NC states. In
the NC state, the signal mainly consists of an exponential single particle decay with a
superimposed weak oscillatory signal that decays fast. In the C state, the exponential
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Figure 5.3: Pump-probe trace for NC-CDW (300 K) and C-CDW (70 K) states of
1T-TaS2 (a) and corresponding FFT of the oscillatory part of the signal (b).
part of the signal is similar to the one observed in the NC state, while the oscillations
are much more pronounced in this case, and they are observed in the whole range of
measured delays up to 30 ps with smaller damping.
The CDW gap is playing the role of a bottleneck in 1T-TaS2 and causes the slow
decay of excited charges, which is reflected as an exponential decay in the signal. In
the NC state at 300 K the single-exponential fit to the data gives a time constant
τ = 120 fs. At 70 K it becomes τ = 550 fs. Both values are in good agreement
with the data presented in [59], where the relaxation was fitted by the stretched
exponential function. However, in the present case even a simple exponential fitting
function gives good results (Figure 5.3a). The oscillatory part of the signal appears
due to the generation of coherent phonons. The main contribution comes from the
amplitude mode (AM) of the charge density wave. It is observed as a strong narrow
peak at frequency 2.4 THz in the FFT of the oscillatory signal (Figure 5.3b). There
are also several weaker peaks that were attributed to phonon modes [75], and they
are in good agreement with the Raman data [95]. In the NC state, due to weaker
oscillations and larger damping, only a very broad band that is just above the noise
level may be distinguished at around 2.3 THz in the spectrum.
The features mentioned above were observed for bulk samples. No pump-probe
studies of the thin-film samples were presented until now. However, the reduced
dimensionality of the sample may induce changes of its properties. Despite the fact
that 1T-TaS2 is a quasi-two-dimensional material, the third dimension also plays an
important role. As it follows from the theoretical studies of the C-CDW state in
1T-TaS2 , depending on the c-axis stacking the material may be switched between the
metal and insulator [96, 97]. Recent experiments also show an altered behavior of the
thin samples [92] in transport. The published measurements indicate that the C state
is strongly suppressed in samples thinner than 30 nm. In the case of 10 nm samples
(or thinner), the NC-C transition is not observed at any temperature [92, 93, 98].
Thus, the optical time-resolved data of thin samples may give an important insight
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Figure 5.4: Collective mode spectra extracted from the oscillatory part of the timeresolved traces for different thin flakes of thicknesses 10 and 80 nm. The data was
obtained from transient reflectivity (a) and transient transmission (b) measurements.

into the processes that take place in the sample, and into the interplay of NC, C and
H states.
A systematic study of the thickness dependence of the pump-probe response for
1T-TaS2 was performed at low temperature. The thickness of the samples was varied
in the range from 100 nm down to 10 nm. The usual lateral size of the samples was
in the range 10–30 μm for thinner samples and up to 100–150 um for thicker flakes.
The pump and probe beams were tightly focused (the beam diameters were ∼8 um
and 12 μm for probe and pump beams, respectively) on a sample to allow treating
the probed region as homogeneous.
In Figure 5.4 I show the FFT of the oscillatory part of the time-resolved signal for
two different samples with thicknesses 10 nm and 80 nm. Both the transient reflectivity and the transient transmission are shown. In general, both the transmission and
the reflectivity reveal similar spectra. Similarly to the bulk samples, the amplitude
mode of the CDW is the most pronounced feature in the spectrum, but also several
weak phonon peaks can be observed. For samples thicker than 50 nm the frequency of
the amplitude mode corresponds to the data obtained from bulk samples. For thinner
samples a broader peak with lower frequency (2.35 THz) is observed. Its frequency
does not correspond either to C or to H state.
A strong single 50-fs laser pulse (F = 4 mJ/cm2 ) with the wavelength of 800 nm
served as the switching pulse for reaching the H state. At temperature T = 30 K, the
H phase is very stable and even prolonged measurements of the pump-probe response
in this state did not observe any relaxation.
The biggest changes upon the switching are observed in the reflectivity spectrum
of the thick flakes, in which the amplitude mode of CDW moves towards lower frequencies. This behavior is similar to the effect observed in bulk samples [74, 75], in
which the red shift of the peak was also noticed.
In transmission measurements, one can not observe any shifts of the amplitude
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mode, and only its amplitude decreases when the sample is switched. Also, there is
no change observed for the amplitude of phonon mode at 2.1 THz in the transmission
unlike in the reflectivity measurements. In general, the noise in the transmission
measurements is higher than in the reflectivity experiments. Since the thickness of the
sample is larger than the penetration depth of the light (30 nm at 800 nm wavelength),
the intensity of the transmitted beam is very low, that causes also low SNR.
Different behavior is observed for the samples thinner than 50 nm. Already before
applying any switching pulse in the virgin samples, the amplitude mode appears at
a different frequency and no phonon mode at 2.1 THz can be seen. No changes are
observed after applying the switching pulse of any power up to the thermal damage
threshold of the sample. According to the presented transport measurements (see
section 5.1) and taking into account other recent studies [92, 93] for thin flakes, the
difference may be caused by the emergence of the supercooled NC phase in thin flakes
of 1T-TaS2 . It was reported that the cooling speed required for reaching the supercooled phase rapidly increases with the decrease of the sample thickness. Appearance
of the S-NC state may also depend on the strain that is imposed by the substrate.
In the presented measurements the samples were deposited on sapphire substrates,
while in the aforementioned articles the silicon substrates were used instead. This
may explain the higher cooling rates needed to get to the supercooled phase in the
latter case.

5.2.2

Transient reflectivity of 1T-TaS2 with broadband probe

To get additional insight into the process of switching from the C to the H phase, timeresolved experiments with the broadband probe were done. This technique might give
information about the change of the resonance profile, if observed upon switching. A
supercontinuum light generated in a sapphire crystal pumped with 800 nm pulses
is used as a probe beam in the spectral range 460–740 nm. For the range 740–
1100 nm the white-light was generated in the YAG crystal pumped with 1500 nm
pulses. The measurements were done on a thin sample (∼100 nm) with the gold
electrodes deposited on top. The electrodes allow us to monitor the state of the
sample by resistivity measurements. The switching was done by applying a short
electrical pulse.
In Figure 5.5 I present the time traces of the pump-probe signal obtained at temperature 300 K and 30 K for sample in the NC and the C state, respectively. The
spectrum of the NC state consists mainly of a single-particle (SP) peak with weak
superimposed oscillations. The SP peak shows virtually no dependence on the wavelength. While the amplitude of the oscillations is larger in the long wavelength part
of the spectrum and almost no oscillations are observed at 460 nm probe wavelength.
In the C state, the pump-probe time traces are quite different. On the short
wavelength end, the spectra look similar to what was observed in NC state. Upon
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Time-traces of the pump-probe signal with the broadband probe in NC
(a) and C (b) states. The probe wavelength range 460–740 nm.
moving towards the longer wavelengths the SP peak changes its sign at about 650 nm.
The oscillatory part of the signal is much stronger than in the NC state, which is
expected since it is mainly caused by the AM of the CDW.
In Figure 5.6 I show the FFT of the oscillatory part of the signal in the C state
and after applying the switching pulse. The amplitude of the strong CDW breathing
mode peak at 2.41 THz gradually decreases for the shorter probe wavelengths. Several
other weaker coherent phonon peaks are present in the spectrum as well. The short
electrical current pulse was applied to switch the sample. The switching was confirmed
by a drop in the resistivity. The switching was stable for several hours (the sample
was not irradiated with the laser during that time). But the pump-probe traces in
the switched state show a quite fast relaxation of the sample to the C state with
time. Despite that, both the pump and the probe beams were kept at least ten times
lower than the threshold value for switching that was obtained from the narrow-band
experiments, as they cause the relaxation of the H state. The resistance of the sample
after the pump-probe measurement slightly increases compared to the freshly switched
sample. Fast relaxation may indicate either a bad thermal contact to the substrate
(for example if the sample is partially exfoliated or pulled off) or the threshold is
simply different because of higher absorption in different spectral ranges. In any case,
the laser power and the measuring time should be minimized to preserve the H state.
Unfortunately, it was not possible to prevent relaxation completely. In Figure 5.6b
I present the FFT of the oscillatory part of pump-probe trace after applying the
switching pulse. A small feature on the low-frequency side of the AM mode appears
with the same resonance profile as the AM in the C state. By analogy to the effect
observed in narrow-band pump-probe, it may by attributed to the AM of the H state.
But due to the relaxation it is not possible to trace the “clean” H state.
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Figure 5.6: FFT of the oscillatory part of the pump-probe signal of 1T-TaS2 before
(a) and after (b) applying the switching pulse.

5.3

Time-resolved ARPES

The experiments, which are described in this section were done in collaboration with
Prof. Dr. Uwe Bovensiepen group (University of Duisburg-Essen), and with the valuable contribution from Isabela Avigo and Dr. Manuel Ligges.
Here I present the trARPES data in the C state of 1T-TaS2 obtained at temperature T = 30 K as well as some attempts to observe the switching to the H state by
this method.
The main feature, which appears in the ARPES spectrum of 1T-TaS2 upon cooling
from the NC to the C state, is a transfer of the spectral weight from the Fermi level to
the LHB and UHB [99, 100]. After the switching laser pulse a slight decrease of the
intensity of LHB takes place, but no transfer of the spectral weight to the Fermi level,
which would indicate metallicity of the H state. With time, the intensity of the LHB
recovers, if the sample is irradiated by a laser light. Thus, one can assume that due
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Figure 5.7: Static ARPES spectrum at Ã point: comparison of the spectra at 290 K
and 30 K in NC and C state, respectively (a); C and H state at 30 K (b).
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Figure 5.8: trARPES trace in C state (a) and the FFT of the oscillatory signal (b).
to heating an erasing process takes place, which prevents us from observing a clean H
state and only some residue is visible. This may again be (as previously described for
the broadband optical pump-probe experiments) due to the partially pulled off surface
of the sample. Since the ARPES is probing only the very top layer of the sample, it is
very sensitive to any contamination or oxidation. Thus, the samples must be cleaved
in ultra high vacuum conditions, which creates additional difficulties for the control
of the sample quality.
The trARPES in the C state is known to show oscillations of the intensity of the
LHB, very similar to the coherent oscillations, which are observed in the pump-probe
(Figure 5.8). The difference is that here in addition to the peak at 2.45 THz another
strong peak at 2.53 THz appears. After applying the switching pulse, the intensity of
the latter one decreases, while the AM at 2.45 THz stays unchanged. However, due
to the erasure of the sample this small change is just a footprint of the real effect that
is hidden by the relaxation process.

5.4

Strain effect

Switching between the H and the C states in 1T-TaS2 may open the door for a
completely new type of memory devices, which show unprecedentedly fast switching.
The data presented in the previous chapters on electrical and optical switching proves,
that this material can be switched between two different sufficiently stable states on
a timescale comparable to the state-of-the-art PCM memory devices competing with
the latter.
Except for the switching speed, the additional advantage of using a 1T-TaS2 -based
memory device is its ability to operate at low temperature. This becomes more and
more important nowadays as the working temperature of supercomputers is decreasing, but modern electronic elements are mainly developed for higher temperatures
and thus impose the limit on the lowest temperature.
Another branch of the modern development is a superconductive quantum com-
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puter. Such a system cannot operate at room temperature, because there are no
known materials exhibiting superconductivity at such a high temperature. Cuprates
can reach the highest temperatures persisting in superconducting state, but not above
Tc = 138 K, which is still too low for any modern kind of memory device to operate.
Low-temperature computing is possible, but not yet well-developed. For widespread
applications the devices should be able to operate at room temperature. Investigations into the detailed mechanism that may stabilize the H state at high temperature
is of great importance, especially if the stability could be controlled externally.
It is known that the application of external pressure in high-temperature superconductors can lead to dramatic increases in the critical temperature [101]. Applying
hydrostatic pressure on 1T-TaS2 leads to systematic changes in its functional properties, suppressing the transition from the NC state to the C state, and eventually
causing the material to become superconducting at temperatures below 5 K [6]. Thus,
it would clearly be interesting to investigate how the external pressure influences the
critical temperature associated with the transition from the hidden state to the visible
ground state. Apart from hydrostatic pressure, it has been shown that anisotropic
stress can be caused by lattice constant mismatch between the thin quasi-epitaxial
single crystalline films and the substrates on which they are grown, in which case both
tensile and compressive stress can lead to changes in functional properties [102–104].
Here I present a study of the effect of tensile and compressive strain on the hidden
state transition temperature as well as the transition from the NC state to the C
Mott state in 50–100 nm thick flakes of 1T-TaS2 on different substrates. Anisotropic
strain within the thin film sample is caused by a mismatch of the thermal expansion of thin films of 1T-TaS2 and selected substrates on which they are deposited.
To detect the presence of the switching to and from the H state, the DC electrical
resistivity was measured. The single crystals were deposited on sapphire (Al2 O3 ),
MgO, quartz (SiO2 ), BK7 glass and CaF2 substrates by exfoliation with sticky tape
and re-deposition of the exfoliated flakes directly onto the substrates. The van der
Waals adhesion of the ultra-thin 1T-TaS2 flakes to the substrates is assumed to be
sufficiently good to avoid slippage upon cooling (which is evident from the smooth
resistance curves during thermal cycling). The substrate materials were chosen such
that both compressive and tensile strain can be measured.
The crystal structure of 1T-TaS2 in the absence of the small perturbation caused
by the CDW is near-hexagonal in the relevant temperature range, while the substrates
are either trigonal (sapphire and quartz), cubic (CaF2 and MgO) or amorphous (BK7
glass). In the former two cases, the stress is anisotropic in the plane of the thin film,
while the stress is assumed to be isotropic in the amorphous case. The strain within
the sample is related to the stress imposed by the substrate via the elasticity tensor,
which has five independent components in the case of hexagonal symmetry [105]. The
orientation of the sample axes with respect to the substrate crystal axes is assumed
to be random with the present method of deposition. It means that the applied stress
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Figure 5.9: The temperature dependence of the lattice constants of selected substrates and 1T-TaS2 . The lines represent fitted data (a); the differential in-plane
strain applied by different substrates on 1T-TaS2 . Sapphire, MgO and quartz apply
tensile strain upon cooling, while CaF2 shows compressive strain. BK7 causes a small
compressive strain during cooling, and a small tensile strain during warming (b).
may vary from sample to sample, depending on the direction of the 1T-TaS2 crystal
axes with respect to the substrate crystal axes. To average out the effect of the inplane anisotropy a number of samples for each substrate material were checked, thus
averaging out the different stress tensor components arising from different sample
orientation relative to the substrates.
The strain e = ∆L/L as a function of temperature for different substrates and bulk
1T-TaS2 material (in the a-b plane) was calculated from the temperature dependence
of the expansion coefficient for each material [62, 63, 106–110]. The results are shown
in Figure 5.9a. The relative strain of 1T-TaS2 with respect to the substrate:
∆L1T-TaS2
∆Lsubstrate
−
,
L
L
is also plotted for different substrates (Figure 5.9b).
∆e =

(5.1)

The optical method was used to switch the sample to the H state. The properties
of the system are monitored by measuring the sample resistance upon warming or
cooling through the transition to the C state.
Figure 5.10a illustrates the temperature dependence of the resistivity R(T ) of
samples on representative substrates. CaF2 provides the maximum compressive strain,
while sapphire provides tensile strain. A shift of Tc2 is clearly evident. A small spread
of values is also evident between samples. This can be contributed, among other
factors, to the random orientation of the sample with respect to the substrate and
difference in the amount of defects in a particular sample [111].
c
w
Figure 5.10b shows the transition temperatures Tc2
and Tc2
measured upon cooling and warming, respectively, averaged over 5 samples for each substrate (the data
was obtained by Damjan Svetin). The strain is calculated at the actual transition
temperature in each case, assuming isotropic stress. One can see that the effect of
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Figure 5.10: The temperature dependence of the resistivity of 1T-TaS2 on different
substrates near NC-C state transition on cooling and warming (a); the effect of relative
c
strain ∆e on the NC-C state transition temperature on cooling (Tc2
) and warming
w
(Tc2 ) measured by resistivity (normalized to the room temperature value). The strain
is calculated at the actual transition temperature in each case (from Figure 5.9). The
top scale refers to the equivalent hydrostatic pressure in MPa. The error bars indicate
standard deviation (b).
c
is not significant for sapphire,
stress during cooling induced by the substrate on Tc2
MgO, crystalline SiO2 and BK7 glass substrates, while for compressive strain (CaF2 ),
c
is nearly 30 K higher. During warming the effects
the effect is significant, where Tc2
w
of the substrate change Tc2 by less than 10 K with tensile strain, with the exception
w
. The presented data thus proves that the
of CaF2 , which has a slightly higher Tc2
substrate-induced strain effects appear to be significant (20∼30 K) for compressive
strain, and negligible for tensile strain.

In Figure 5.11 I show the resistivity through the H state transition during warming
as a function of strain. At least 3 different samples for each substrate were measured.
In each case the sample was first cooled slowly from room temperature to 17 K,
whereupon it was exposed to a 35 fs laser pulse to switch it to the H state. The
sample was then slowly heated while measuring R(T ). A systematic trend appears to
be present, whereby TH decreases with increasing positive strain, such that on a CaF2
substrate TH is about 20 K lower than on sapphire (TH = 57 K ± 5 K), and other
substrates are in between.
One possible way to explain the observations might be to consider that the transition temperatures are affected by different screening of the charges within the 1TTaS2 layer by the different substrates. However, no correlation was found between
the transition temperatures and the substrate dielectric constants, so this effect can
be excluded. Systematic slippage of the sample on the substrate can also be excluded
for a number of reasons. Apart from the obvious absence of any discontinuities in the
R(T ) curves, the systematic behavior of Tc2 and TH as a function of strain would prob-
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ably not be observed if the samples were slipping on the substrate with temperature
cycling. Furthermore, the contacts placed on top of the samples would crack along
the edge if slippage was occurring. Instead, the samples appear to commonly survive
with contacts intact over multiple temperature cycles. (Data from the ones which did
not survive was not used in the analysis). However, additional strain may arise at
the contact edges due to different thermal expansion of the gold and the sample. The
area between the contacts should not be strongly affected, which is where resistance
is measured. The strongest effect is beneath the contacts where no current is flowing.
So the contribution of the contacts is assumed to be small and possibly leads only to
a systematic error in the absolute value of applied stress.
Comparison of the present experiments of in-plane strain with results of hydrostatic
pressure [6, 112, 113] leads to some interesting conclusions. In Figure 5.10b the top
axis shows the estimated hydrostatic pressure P , in MPa, calculated using the relation
P = v 2 ρe, where ρ is the density (6.86 g/cm3 ), v is the sound velocity (1850 m/s) inside
the material [114]. Although the hydrostatic pressure experiments by Sipos et al. [6]
lead to much larger strains, the in-plane compressive strain appears to systematically
increase Tc2 (Figure 5.10), while the pressure experiments show the opposite trend.
One obvious conclusion would be that the in-plane strain is not responsible for the
decrease in Tc2 , but rather, it is the c-axis strain which plays a role in altering the
properties described by Sipos et al. [6], including pressure-induced superconductivity.
This can be verified experimentally by applying stress along the c-axis.
TH shows an opposite trend to Tc2 , decreasing with increasing compressive strain.
This indicates that strain influences relaxation of the H state by a different mechanism
than the NC-C transition at Tc2 . The H state has been proposed to be a CDW state,
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which is possibly related to the NC state above Tc2 [74], but the details of the charge
ordering have not yet been experimentally determined. Yet the present results suggest
that the control of the two states is fundamentally different from the point of view of
strain.
The presented experiments offer two important insights. The first pertains to the
strong and systematic increase of TH with tensile strain, which is not displayed by
Tc2 , highlighting the fundamental difference between the mechanisms driving the two
charge-ordering transitions. While both transitions are thought to be of the first order,
it appears that the H-C state transition has a different character than the NC-C state
transition. Increasing tensile strain appears to dramatically increase TH , suggesting
a method for increasing the stability of the H state at high temperatures by choice
of the appropriate substrate. Chemical pressure introduced by substitution of S by
larger Se atoms for example, would lead to the opposite effect, if only in-plane strain
is considered (see section 5.6). However, c-axis strain may also be important: the
second insight is that Tc2 displays the opposite dependence on compressive in-plane
strain to previously reported hydrostatic pressure measurements. The implication of
the latter is that c-axis strain plays an important role in determining the functional
properties, and particularly in pressure-induced superconductivity of this remarkable
system.

5.5

Relaxation process

An important property of the metastable CDW state in 1T-TaS2 is its extremely long
lifetime. It was proposed that the remarkable stability of the system arises from a
topological protection mechanism, where topological defects need to be introduced to
reach the homotopically distinct ground state from the H state [74]. Microscopically,
this requires a conversion of particles from band states to (gapped) localized states,
which is energetically very costly. Whereas in crystals it is the ordering of atoms
that causes topological defects, here it is the topology of the electronic order that is
relevant. However, the relaxation dynamics of the H state may be expected to show
behavior reminiscent of dislocation dynamics in crystals or a transition between C and
IC orders [115], where many different topologically distinct intermediate states may
be present in the relaxation pathway. In this section the relaxation dynamics through
measurements of the electrical resistivity of the H state of 1T-TaS2 is discussed. The
observations lead to an understanding of the relaxation processes that may help to
better understand the switching process and the possible directions for its stabilization
at high temperature. Similarly to the experiment shown in Figure 5.1 the sample is
first cooled to 1.5 K, then a 35-fs laser pulse is applied through the substrate, with a
fluence above the switching threshold, and the resistance is measured on slow heating.
As the H state thaws, the resistance reverts back to the C state value at a temperature
TH ∼ 57 K, which strongly depends on the heating rate (presently ∼1 K/min). The
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Figure 5.12: Relaxation of the resistance R as a function of temperature after switching from the C to the H state. Before each measurement, the sample is heated above
Tc2 and then cooled to the indicated temperature. After exposure to a single 35-fs
laser pulse, the resistance is continuously measured as a function of time.
resistance of the H state after switching shows reproducible saturation.

Resistance (kOhm)

To measure the temperature dependence of the relaxation of the H state, the
state of the sample is switched with the laser pulse at a fixed temperature, and
then resistance R as a function of time is measured. Figure 5.12 shows a plot of
the relaxation at different temperatures for a sample on a sapphire substrate, in the
range from 30 to 75 K. The data show that the τH decreases rapidly with increasing
T . Above ∼70 K, τH becomes comparable to the measurement time for each point,
whereas below 30 K, it becomes too long to practically measure. The relaxation
shows small jumps at certain values of resistance (Figures 5.12, 5.13) that cannot
be attributed to noise or mechanical relaxation. The positions and magnitude of the
jumps are sample-dependent. Figure 5.13, shows fits to the relaxation curves (ignoring
the jumps) using a stretched exponential relaxation (SER) function:
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Figure 5.13: Fits to R(t) from Figure 5.12 at different T using a stretched exponential
function.
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Figure 5.14: Relaxation of the resistance after switching to the H state with electrical
pulses. R(t) at different temperatures after switching at t = 0. Before each measurement, the sample is heated above Tc2 and then cooled to the indicated temperature.
After exposure to a 5-μs electrical pulse, the resistance is measured as a function of
time (a); relaxation at a few selected temperatures with stretched exponential fits.
The residual resistance RFit − R obtained after subtracting the stretched exponential
fit from the raw data shows distinct aperiodic oscillations with time (b).
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that is commonly used in “glassy” relaxation processes [116]. Here, τH and β are the
fitting parameters.
The relaxation dynamics after switching by current pulses (Figure 5.14) is qualitatively similar to the optical switching, except that here the jumps in the relaxation are
slightly more pronounced. This is attributed to the fact that these devices are smaller,
with a smaller distance between contacts (1 to 8 μm compared to ∼50 μm in optical devices), so the electrical current switching devices have better-defined boundary
conditions imposed by the contacts. Figure 5.14a shows the relaxation dynamics after
switching with a 5-μs current pulse at different temperatures, whereas in Figure 5.14b,
the stretched exponential fits to the data are shown.
Calculating the difference between the fitted stretched exponential function and
the raw data in Figure 5.14b clearly exposes a set of aperiodic oscillations superimposed on the SER. In Figure 5.15, a summary of the T dependence of τH is shown in an
Arrhenius plot combining the optical and electrical switching data. Large variations
in the T dependence of τH are observed, depending on both the excitation method
and the sample substrate. Comparing sapphire and quartz substrates, one can observe
quite significant differences in the relaxation time, τH being much longer on sapphire
than on quartz at any given temperature. Good fits are obtained by extracting the
activation energy EA from fitting an Arrhenius law 1/τH = exp (−EA /kB T ) (where
kB is Boltzmann constant) to the temperature dependence of τH in Figure 5.15, with
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Figure 5.15: Relaxation rate 1/τH and the exponent β as a function of 1/T . A comparison of substrates with different tensile strain on a number of samples, also showing
the sample-to-sample variation. The strain imposed by the sapphire, MgO, and quartz
substrates at 50 K is 0.19, 0.13, and 0.03%, respectively (25) (a); a comparison for
current and optical switching methods on sapphire (b); stretched exponent shows similar trend with T , irrespective of substrate or method of excitation (c). The legend
shown in (c) applies to all three panels.
values of EA between 280 and 2300 K, depending on the sample and the substrate.
Surprisingly, the exponent β appears to be strongly T -dependent, rapidly decreasing
with increasing T as shown in Figure 5.15b.
The process of relaxation from a metal (H) to an insulator (C) state in 1T-TaS2 is
highly nontrivial and involves microscopic processes of carrier conversion from band
states to localized polaronic states, mesoscopic ordering of polarons due to Coulomb
interactions, and eventually macroscopic relaxation of a long-range frustrated IC structure. The transformation from the H to the C state may be thought of as qualitatively
similar to a NC-C transition in 1T-TaS2 . However, the resistivity of the H state differs
from that of the supercooled NC state (see section 5.1 and Figure 5.2), so the H state
was proposed to have a slightly different charge order than the NC state. Recent
work of Su et al. [117] that deals with the relaxation of deeply quenched samples in
the high-temperature IC state of 1T-TaS2 , reveals that in the IC state, the fits of the
time dynamics with an SER function give β = 1.5 ± 0.1 and an activation energy of
∼4600 K, where both are T -independent. In other prototypical quasi-one-dimensional
systems like blue bronze, the dynamics also shows SER but with β = 0.65 − 0.7 [118],
which is again T -independent. In contrast, the relaxation of the H state resistance
shown in Figures 5.12, 5.13, 5.14 proceeds in a more complex way. In particular,
the SER β exponent rapidly decreases with increasing temperature (Figure 5.15b),
different from what is usually observed, where it is either constant or occasionally
even increases with temperature [116]. Moreover, τH has a much wider range of activation energies from 280 to 2300 K (Figure 5.15a), which is also different from the
behavior observed before. The presence of SER, together with stability of the H
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phase below 40 K, indicates the presence of a microscopic glassy relaxation process
[116, 119]. The most common cause for the glassiness is an associated distribution
of energy scales and relaxation times resulting from the pinning of the CDW by impurities and other defects of the underlying lattice. In the following discussion, it
will be shown how the microscopic polaron dynamics associated with the relaxation
process may also lead to SER. On the other hand, the jumps are expected to result
from abrupt adaptations of an IC superstructure to the underlying lattice on a larger
scale, where entire domains simultaneously readjust. Thus, a variety of phenomena
[115] are expected, from a smoother version of a rising periodic superstructure of discommensurations (the phase solitons) to a discrete sequence of jumps over a “Devil’s
staircase” with complicated intermediate metastable structures with different degrees
of discommensurability [115, 119, 120]. The problem may be described in terms of
the Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model [120] by the Hamiltonian:


H=

X
n

2π
g

xn+1 − xn −
2
qi

!2



2π
+ V 1 − cos xn  ,
a




(5.3)

where xn are the positions of the n-th density wave maxima, g is the elastic constant.
The second term represents the potential of the underlying lattice with the period a
and amplitude V . Its solutions form a Cantor function, where the relaxation of the
system in time proceeds through a series of states with discrete steps with different
wave numbers q (the Devil’s staircase). Extending the FK model to the continuum
limit [121], equation 5.3 reduces to the sine-Gordon equation with solitonic solutions
(the domain walls). In the continuum limit, the discrete steps are smoothed out. The
present system displays both discrete jumps and smoothed-out intermediate structures, so neither model is entirely applicable. In the absence of detailed structural
information, only a qualitative picture may be discussed. Initially, when incommensurability is large, the relaxation proceeds in large steps of displacement, eliminating
domain walls in the process. As the mismatch decreases, the jumps become smaller,
approaching a more continuous relaxation curve. At low T , the relaxation is arrested
by pinning at crystal imperfections and crystal boundaries.
Although the overall curve R(t) is determined by large-scale topological rearrangements of an IC-CDW, the steps in between may be viewed as a microscopic nucleation
process, consistent with the general microscopic picture in this material. Consider an
H state composed of patches of polarons separated by polaron-free domain walls (see
Figure 5.16 for a schematic representation and corresponding energy level diagrams).
In the C state, these are filled, so the H-C relaxation primarily involves the thermallyactivated self-trapping of electrons from delocalized band states into polarons, gradually filling the domain walls in between the ordered polaron patches. Each time an
electron becomes localized, a state is converted from the delocalized metallic band to
the polaronic one, eventually completely depleting the metallic band (Figure 5.16).
During this process, the spatial polaron distribution is forced to reorganize by the
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5.16: Schematic diagram of the elementary relaxation process. Thermal excitation of an electron (e− ) from itinerant band states at the Fermi level in the H state
into the upper Hubbard band (UHB) (a). LHB, lower Hubbard band; EF – Fermi
energy; Relaxation of one of the electrons (b); creation of a new polaron in the domain
wall (c).
Coulomb interaction, gradually changing the domain wall periodicity in steps of different size, which one can understand in terms of the physics of the FK model. The
maximum activation energy EA ∼ 2300 K approaches the energy scale for activated
hopping from itinerant states at the Fermi level to the unoccupied states in the UHB.
However, because a doubly occupied UHB is unstable, it very rapidly decays, forming
a new self-trapped polaron and one new Mott-Hubbard state in the process (Figure 5.16). One may view this second step as a process in which the doubly occupied
polaron releases its Coulomb energy by a “mitosis” into two singly occupied polarons,
which presents an elementary relaxation step toward the C phase. The gradual filling
in of domain walls by polarons can be discussed in terms of a two-stage picture of
phase transformations [122] by which an initial nucleation of polarons into patches is
followed by an Ostwald ripening (OR) process occurring on longer time scales, where
larger polaron patches grow at the expense of the evaporation of smaller ones [123].
Assuming the H state is similar to the NC state, in the H state, there is relatively little
room for new patches within existing domain walls, so the OR process is expected
to be dominant, in which polarons created within the domain walls migrate towards
energetically favorable positions at the edges of existing polaron patches.
Such a two-stage relaxation process, with an initial double-exponential time dependence followed by a power-law relaxation at long times, can be fit to the data
(Figure 5.17). Unfortunately, even without taking into account the propensity to
long-range ordering imposed by the Coulomb interaction competing with strain, the
model has seven fitting parameters, which somewhat limit its value. A simpler model,
but still within the OR picture, can be devised by considering just the growth of
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Figure 5.17: A comparison of fits with three different models to the data at 45 K.
polaron clusters at the expense of single polarons in the domain walls. This process
involves many different polaron configurations (such as the one shown in Figure 5.16),
which can have a range of different energy states resulting in a range of relaxation
times. This immediately leads to an SER model used in the fits to the data. Figure 5.17 shows that the quality of the fit of such a model is nearly as good as the
two-component model described in the previous paragraph, but with only two adjustable parameters.
The physical origin of the SER in glassy systems is one of the oldest unsolved
problems in science [124]. The exponent β satisfies 0 < β < 1 for most of the
systems. Recently, Phillips proposed an axiomatic diffusion-trap model [116, 125, 126],
according to which there are two “magic” numbers of β: β = 3/5 for relaxation, which
arises from short-range forces and β = 3/7 for relaxation dominated by long-range
interactions, and only this two values appears in real systems. In each case the
exponent β is temperature independent.
The temperature dependent β was observed for diffusion of hydrogen atoms in the
amorphous silicon [127], where it increased with the temperature. The current work
reveals a decrease of the exponent β with temperature, which is different from all
other observations and still needs to be understood.
The very strong dependence of the relaxation dynamics on the in-plane strain
shows the possibility of effectively controlling the relaxation of the H state. The tensile strain ∆e imposed by the differential contraction of the substrate and the sample
is quite small (from −0.19% for sapphire to −0.03% for quartz), but the effect on
the relaxation properties is quite large, which implies that the effect of strain is not
a microscopic effect on the level of the unit cell. As the lattice expands, the electron
density n changes. In the present case of a threefold quasi-one-dimensional CDW,
this gives rise to a change of q in the H state beyond the change resulting from the expansion of the underlying lattice. So, the thermal expansion coefficients of the lattice
and the CDW are not the same, and strain leads to a change of commensurability.
Furthermore, the contacts at the edges of the sample provide boundary conditions,
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at which the CDW is pinned. A change of dimensions induced by strain requires
a rearrangement of the CDW, which proceeds in a quantized fashion, leading to resistance steps as previously shown in K0.3 MoO3 [128], whereas the possible effect of
strain on the commensurability was discussed in NbSe3 [129]. Assuming the H state is
qualitatively similar to the NC state with a distance of ∼8 nm between domain walls,
a strain of 0.2% over a distance of 1 to 10 μm between contacts introduces about one
to two extra domain walls in each in-plane direction. The relaxation from the H to
the C state involves the removal of domain walls, accompanying the conversion from
itinerant to localized states. A compressive strain also acts to remove domain walls,
thus effectively lowering the activation energy EA . On the other hand, a tensile strain
has the opposite effect of stabilizing the domain wall structure, increasing EA and
TH , consistent with the data shown in the inset of Figure 5.15a. The fundamental
relaxation mechanisms of the metastable H state in 1T-TaS2 revealed by the present
experiments indicate, that it is possible to externally control the metastable state
relaxation parameters. This is of crucial importance for increasing the stability of the
H state and rapid thermal erasure of the metastable state in ultrafast non-volatile
memory devices. The fact that different samples display significant differences in EA
implies that additional external parameters, such as nanopatterned structural features, local defects, and doped impurities, which introduce pinning, provide ways to
control the stability of the H state. This leads to new artificial structures as the next
step toward devices based on manipulation of CDW states.

5.6

Se-doped 1T-TaS2

1T-TaS2 is the only material for which the stable photoinduced transition to the
hidden state was reported. The main limitation for practical application of this system
is a very low operating temperature of the device. Thus, a search for an alternative
material, which supports transition to stable hidden states at high temperature is
of great importance. Alternatively, a way to control the stability of the H state in
1T-TaS2 would also be demanded. One of the possibilities to stabilize the H state
– by the substrate strain – was presented in the section 5.4. As an alternative, the
doped 1T-TaS2 may exhibit transition to the H state at higher temperature. The
NC-C transition temperature is known to rise with Se doping. In this section, the
transport properties of 1T-TaS2-x Sex are presented.
In Figure 5.18 the temperature dependence of the resistance of the Se-doped sample with doping level of x = 7% is shown in the range 10–300 K. The transition to the
C state was observed at about 120 K, where the resistance increases for approximately
two times when cooled. On further cooling the resistance stays almost constant without any steep upturn as in a pure 1T-TaS2 . On warming the transition temperature
is also shifted in comparison to the pure material by 30 K to the high temperature.
For switching, 50-fs laser pulses with gradually increased power were applied at
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Figure 5.18: Resistance of the 1T-TaS2-x Sex on cooling and warming from H state (a);
Evidence of the switching to the H state with different switching pulse fluence at
T = 10 K (b).
10 K (Figure 5.18b). While no changes were observed for weak pulses, after applying a
single pulse with the energy of 2 mJ/cm2 the sample resistance has slightly decreased.
Each stronger pulse causes a larger decrease of the sample resistance. In the same
ways as for the optical switching in 1T-TaS2 , the gradual decrease in the resistance
with stronger pulses instead of a sharp step-like jump between two distinct states
– C and H – may be caused by geometrical factors or inhomogenous excitation of
the sample (see section 4.1.1). The maximum reached ratio RH /RC for the Se-doped
sample was 0.87 for 14 mJ/cm2 pulses. This change is much smaller than the one
observed in pure 1T-TaS2 at the same temperature.
When heated, the H state persists up to 95 K, where the resistance starts to rise
towards the C state value. Thus, this data proves that it is possible to improve the
stability of the H state by Se doping. Higher doping levels may increase the transition
temperature TH even more.

5.7

Influence of FIB treatment on properties of
1T-TaS2

The CDW state in 1T-TaS2 is very sensitive to any kind of external disturbance. The
phase diagram of the material at elevated pressure changes dramatically [6, 113, 130]:
C-CDW order melts and the sample becomes superconducting with Tc ∼ 5 K. Similar
behavior was observed in disordered 1T-TaS2 by Li et. al. [111]. In the latter case,
the disorder was introduced by a thermal quench. The effects of isovalent doping with
selenium [131, 132] and electron-doping by Fe [133] cause changes in CDW ordering
as well. Also, the NC-C transition temperature changes in the thin samples under
strain (see section 5.4 and [134]).
Increased concentration of Ta vacancies, which appear while growing the crystals
with the excess of sulfur acts in the opposite way: it increases the C-NC transition
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.19: SEM image of two parts of the 1T-TaS2 flake before (a, c) and after (b,
d) imaging with FIB.
temperature [135].
To prevent the disturbance of the CDW and Mott states in fragile 1T-TaS2 samples, the experimental methods should be selected carefully. In this section I will
present the influence of the focused ion beam (FIB) treatment on the properties of
1T-TaS2 . The presented FIB images were obtained by Jože Buh.
The FIB microscope utilizes a tightly focused beam of Ga+ ions to image the
surface. The principle is similar to a scanning electron microscope (SEM), where the
electron beam is scanning along the surface of the sample, and the reflected electrons
are detected. The ions in the ion beam have a much higher mass and energy than the
electrons, and focusing of the ion beam onto the sample results in heavy bombardment
of the sample surface. This can be used to our advantage as we can cut, etch, polish
and thus pattern them for various applications. The main disadvantage of the method
is the possibility of doping the sample with Ga+ ions.
It was noticed that imaging of the 1T-TaS2 flakes with FIB microscope causes
irreversible changes of the samples making this method unusable for investigation of
the material. Figure 5.19 shows SEM images of the 1T-TaS2 flake before and after
FIB imaging, during which “bubbles” appeared on the surface of the sample. This
has greatly affected the transport and optical properties of the sample (Figure 5.20).
In DC resistivity measurements no hysteresis was observed in the range 20–300 K,
which would suggest NC-C phase transition. The resistance of the sample monotonically rises when cooled, and it follows the same curve when heated back to room temperature. A small difference between the cooling and warming cycles, which appears
in the range 100–230 K is rather an experimental artifact due too poor temperature
stabilization than a real effect from the sample. The curve looks similar to the one
observed in thin 1T-TaS2 samples, which were supercooled and preserved the NC
ordering (Figure 5.2a).
Substantial difference between FIB treated and virgin 1T-TaS2 was revealed also
by optical pump-probe measurements (Figure 5.20b). At 30 K, well below the NC-
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Figure 5.20: Transport (a) and time-resolved optical properties (b) of FIB-treated
1T-TaS2 and the same data for normal 1T-TaS2 sample, that was not irradiated by
Ga+ ions.
C transition, where the strong oscillations due to the amplitude mode of CDW are
usually observed, almost no oscillations are visible for the sample irradiated with ion
beam. The trace looks more like the one from the NC phase.
Ga+ intercalation into the 1T-TaS2 may explain all the observed effects. The
formation of the bubbles may be caused due to the partial exfoliation of the sample,
which causes melting of the C ordering (as the c-axis stacking is important for C-CDW
formation). A more detailed investigation and additional microscopic information are
needed to prove this hypothesis.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this work, I have presented basic information on a recently discovered hidden state
in 1T-TaS2 . The incredibly high level of interest [78, 88, 92, 93, 98] for this state
and for 1T-TaS2 in general, which appeared after the first mention of the stable
photoinduced transition [74] is generated by its very peculiar properties. Firstly, it is
the first reported stable photoinduced state. I have shown that at a temperature below
40 K the lifetime of the state is unmeasurably long. Secondly, the transition occurs
between the two states with a very different conductivity: the thermal insulating
phase and the induced metallic one. This causes an up to four orders of magnitude
different resistivity and suggests a huge potential for using the material in electronic
devices and especially as a non-volatile memory device thanks to the high stability of
the H state.
I have shown two possible ways of switching 1T-TaS2 to the H state. It is attainable
either by excitation with strong ultrashort laser pulses or by sourcing short current
pulses through the device. In the former case, a single 35-fs laser pulse with the fluence
F > 1 mJ/cm2 and the central wavelength of 800 nm was used. The main requirement
for the electrical switching is reaching the critical current density jT = 0.47 mA/μm2
while the length of the pulse may be varied in a very broad range: from 50 ps up to
100 ms. In the case of both optical and electrical switching a single pulse is enough
to reach H state.
The erasing of the H state back to the thermal C phase occurs upon heating it
either externally (annealing, heating by laser, etc.) or by Joule heating. The latter
effect determines the upper limit for the length of the switching pulse.
From the results of optical pump-probe spectroscopy one can conclude that the H
state is an ordered CDW state with the wave vector different from thermal C and NC
states. This is also proved by the transport measurements that show clear difference
between H, C and the supercooled NC states. However, direct investigation of the
microscopic structure in the H state (e. g. by means of scanning tunneling microscopy)
is desired for better understanding of underlying mechanisms.
The analysis of the relaxation dynamics of the H state shows stretched-exponential
behavior with superimposed discrete steps attributed to “Devil’s staircase”. The SER
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is common for glassy systems. The activation energy of relaxation process was shown
to be in the range 280–2300 K depending on the sample and on the substrate. Unlike
the relaxation of IC state in 1T-TaS2 or the relaxation of the CDW in blue bronze,
here the relaxation dynamics reveals temperature-dependent exponent β. The discrete
steps appear during relaxation due to quantization of the wave vector of CDW.
I have showed that the switching to H state occurs faster than in 2 ns – limited only
by the resolution of the experimental setup. Such switching speed is faster than any
kind of memory in the modern computers and it is close to the speed of state-of-theart prototypes of PCM devices [76]. I have also shown that the switching occurs even
when a 50 ps electrical pulse is applied. This suggests that the H state is established
on a comparable or a shorter timescale, but additional measurements need to prove
this. According to [136], the CDW ordering is established within ∼1 ps, which may be
the case also for the formation of the H state. The most suitable method for revealing
the switching dynamics could be a 3-pulse pump-probe experiment [137, 138] with an
optical or electrical “destruction” pulse.
The transition temperature of the H state is close to TH ∼ 50 K, which causes
difficulties for practical application. However, two possible directions for increasing
the transition temperature are available. The first possibility is to deposit the thin
flakes of 1T-TaS2 on a substrate that induces tensile strain upon cooling. By this
method it is possible to the increase transition temperature to at least TH ∼ 60 K
(for sapphire substrate). The second method for stabilizing the H state is doping the
sample with Se. In this case TH ∼ 100 K was reached. However, in the latter case the
resistivity switching ratio is much smaller than in pure 1T-TaS2 ([RH /RC ]doped = 0.9
versus [RH /RC ]pure = 0.001), because the doping prevents emergence of the Mott state
in 1T-TaS2-x Sex .
The search for other materials exhibiting similar effect but at higher temperature
will undoubtedly be a challenging task. A promising candidate and the logical next
step may be 1T-TaSe2 , which undergoes CDW transition above room temperature
[139].
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Appendix B
Razširjeni povzetek
B.1

Uvod

Temeljna vprašanja in tehnološke potrebe stimulirajo hiter razvoj področja fotoinduciranih faznih prehodov (photoinduced phase transitions – PIPT). Običajno se
ukvarjamo le z osnovnimi stanji materialov, v določenih sistemih pa zapletena oblika površine potencialne energije omogoča obstoj mnogih drugih stanj, ki jih zgolj
nismo še uspeli videti. Nekatera od teh stanj lahko dosežemo prek PIPT. Morda obstaja, denimo, fotoinducirano stanje, ki izraža superprevodnost pri sobni temperaturi,
kar je sveti gral fizikov s področja fizike kondenzirane materije. Več raziskovalcev
je v kupratih že uspelo doseči kratkotrajno fotoinducirano superprevodno stanje nad
njihovo kritično temperaturo [1–4]. Fazni prehodi iz izolativnega v kovinsko stanje
(insulator-to-metal phase transition – IMT) so zanimivi za industrijo, ker imajo velik
potencial za praktično uporabo v ultrahitrih elektronskih napravah. Trenutno obstaja
več omejitev, ki omejujejo izrabo fotoinduciranih IMT, med njimi sta nizka stabilnost
vzbujenega stanja in zahteva po močnem laserskem viru.
Foto- in tokovno inducirani prehod, ki ga obravnava pričujoče delo, je zanimiv s
temeljnega vidika in z vidika praktične uporabe. Razumevanje pojava nam bo pomagalo pri razumevanju fizike valov gostote naboja in v splošnem tudi fotoinduciranih
faznih prehodov. Ker gre za prvi opažen stabilni prehod, nas bo lahko usmerjal pri
iskanju drugih (meta)stabilnih stanj v različnih materialih.
Kot sem pokazal v svojem delu, bi obravnavani IMT v 1T-TaS2 lahko pripeljal do
ultrahitrih obstojnih spominskih naprav, ki bi odpravile problem von Neumannovega
ozkega grla (omejene prepustnosti spomina) modernih računalnikov in s tem znatno
povečale njihove zmogljivosti.

B.2

Fotoinducirani fazni prehodi

Če snov absorbira foton, to v njej povzroči prehod elektrona iz najnižjega v neko
višje energijsko stanje. Običajno tak vzbujeni elektron svojo energijo zelo hitro odda
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in se termalizira v prvotno stanje. V nekaterih materialih pa več hkrati vzbujenih
elektronov lahko povzroči strukturno transformacijo na makroskopskem nivoju. Taki
spremembi pravimo fotoinduciran fazni prehod in ga lahko opazimo le v določenih
razredih materialov, ki vsebujejo mehanizem razširjanja mikroskopskih vzbuditev v
makroskopsko transformirane domene. Na primer, če vzbujeni elektroni povzročijo
lokalno distorzijo v neprevodnih kristalih, ampak je ta deformacija zgolj mikroskopske
narave, pri tem ne gre za fotoinduciran fazni prehod. Fotoinducirane fazne prehode
lahko opazimo le v materialih z elektronskim systemom, ki ima red dolgega dosega,
npr. v močno koreliranih snoveh. Poznamo kar veliko primerov fotoinduciranih faz,
med njimi gre za prehode iz kovinskega v izolativno stanje, za magnetno urejanje,
nedavno so v kupratih opazili celo fotoinducirano superprevodnost [1]. Toda vsi ti
prehodi so precej kratkoživi; najdaljši izmerjeni življenjski čas fotoinducirane faze je
bil reda velikosti nekaj mikrosekund, kar precej omeji možnosti uporabe takih stanj.
Stabilen fotoinduciran fazni prehod iz izolativnega v kovinsko stanje, ki smo ga opazili
v 1T-TaS2 predstavlja pomemben korak proti praktični uporabnosti in globljemu
razumevanju tega zanimivega pojava.

B.3

Močno korelirani materiali in 1T-TaS2

Močno korelirani elektronski materiali pritegujejo pozornost fizikov zaradi velikega
števila različnih pojavov, ki bi lahko obstajali v teh sistemih. Med njimi so visokotemperaturna superprevodnost, fazni prehodi iz kovinskega v izolativno stanje,
spremembe v magnetni ureditvi, anomalije transportnih lastnosti, pojav valov gostote, itd. V klasični fiziki smo vajeni materiale opisovati z vidika teorije elektronskih
pasov, a ta dobro deluje le pri preprostih sistemih, v katerih je pasovna širina večja
od energije odboja med elektroni. Toda tudi tam ne velja vedno. Teorija elektronskih
pasov pa popolnoma odpove za snovi z delno zapolnjenimi lupinami elektronov 3d,
4f ali 5f, kar drži za elemente redkih zemelj in prehodne elemente. Nastanek vseh
omenjenih pojavov povzročijo elektroni iz višjih energijskih nivojev. Take snovi, za
katere teorija elektronskih pasov ne deluje brez upoštevanja interakcije med elektroni,
se imenujejo močno korelirani sistemi.
Poleg drugih zanimivih lastnosti so te snovi dobri kandidati za iskanje fotoinduciranih faznih prehodov. Zaradi močne interakcije med elektroni se vzbuditev dovoljšnjega števila elektronov manifestira kot sprememba celotnega elektronskega sistema
makroskopske domene, posledično pa se spremeni tudi njena ionska struktura. Sistem
lahko doseže novo konfiguracijo, ki ustreza nekemu lokalnemu minimumu na površini
potencialne energije. Če je tak minimum od ostalih ločen z dovolj velikimi potencialnimi barierami, je njegova pripadajoča konfiguracija (meta)stabilna.
V tem delu sem se osredotočil na enega od močno koreliranih sistemov, in sicer na
1T-TaS2 . To je plastovit kvazi-dvodimenzionalni material, ki pripada družini dihalkogenidov prehodnih kovin, katere člani si delijo heksagonalno simetrijo. Posamezna
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Slika B.1: Atomska struktura 1T-TaS2 (a); temperaturna odvisnost specifičnega upora
1T-TaS2 pri normalnem tlaku (b) in povišanem tlaku (d). Povzeto po [6]; Shematski
prikaz nastanka polaronov v fazi C (c).
plast ima troslojno strukturo, pri kateri je srednji sloj tantala obdan z dvema slojema
žvepla (Slika B.1a). Take troplasti so zložene ena na drugo in skupaj tvorijo tridimenzionalni kristal. Vezi med atomi znotraj troplasti so močno kovalentne, sosednje
troplasti pa skupaj vežejo le šibke van der Waalsove interakcije, kar povzroča nizko
dimenzionalnost materiala. 1T-politip TaS2 je za raziskave najbolj zanimiv, ker ima
bogat fazni diagram pri različnih pogojih. Ko segret 1T-TaS2 ohlajamo, pri 543 K
fazno preide iz kovinskega v stanje z nekomenzurabilnim valom gostote naboja (incommensurate charge density wave – IC CDW), nato pri 350 K s faznim prehodom prvega
reda preide v skoraj-komenzurabilno stanje (nearly-commensurate – NC), nazadnje pa
se pri 180 K zgodi še en prehod prvega reda v stanje s komenzurabilnim (commensurate – C) CDW (Slika B.1b). Zadnji prehod sovpada tudi z nastankom Mottovega
izolativnega stanja. Strukturno lahko fazo C predstavimo kot trigonalno supermrežo
polaronov. Vsak posamezen polaron je sestavljen iz dvanajstih tantalovih atomov,
pomaknjenih proti trinajstemu, ki leži v centru deformacije oblike Davidove zvezde
(Slika B.1c). Faza NC, vmesna faza med C in IC, je sestavljena iz skoraj-heksagonalnih
gruč, ki jih ločujejo domenske stene (okvirček v Sliki B.1b).
Pri povišanem tlaku se faza C stali in temperatura za ustrezni prehod se zniža.
Pri tlaku 1 GPa ne opazimo več histereze in nad 10 GPa postane material super-
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prevoden s kritično temperaturo Tc ∼ 5 K (Slika B.1d). Zaradi bogatega faznega
diagrama in intrinzične multistabilnosti je 1T-TaS2 dober kandidat za fotoinducirane
fazne prehode.

B.4

Prehod v skrito stanje

Pred kratkim so Stojchevska in sodelavci [74] poročali o fotoinduciranem preklapljanju
1T-TaS2 iz izolativne faze C v kovinsko skrito fazo (hidden – H). Tak fotoinduciran
fazni prehod je precej nenavaden za močno korelirane sisteme in omenjeni primer
predstavlja prvi opažen prehod v stabilno stanje H, saj so predtem dosegli le kratkoživa
metastabilna stanja. Predstavil bom možne načine za preklapljanje vzorca iz stanja
C v stanje H in od tam za njegov izbris nazaj v stanje C.
Poročali smo o dveh načinih za doseg stanja H: z ultrahitrim optičnim sunkom
ali s kratkim električnim sunkom. V prvem primeru smo za fotovzbuditev uporabili posamezen laserski sunek dolg 35 ali 50 femtosekund. Sunka smo proizvedli z
ojačanim Ti:safirnim laserskim generatorjem Coherent Legend ali Coherent Mira +
RegA. Stanje vzorca smo nadzorovali z merjenjem enosmernega specifičnega upora
in časovno-ločljive optične odbojnosti in prepustnosti. Pri sunkih s fluencami pod
1 mJ/cm2 nismo opazili nikakršnih sprememb stanja, nad tem pragom pa se je enosmerna specifična prevodnost sunkovito povečala za tri rede velikosti (pri temperaturi
T = 4 K).
Podoben eksperiment preklapljanja vzorca smo poleg z optičnimi naredili tudi z
električnimi sunki. Upor vzorca smo nadzorovali med proženjem 50 mikrosekund dolgih električnih sunkov s polagoma naraščajočo amplitudo. Na Sliki B.2 sem predstavil
I-V krivuljo v sunkovnem režimu pri temperaturi T = 20 K. Pri nizkem toku je I-V
krivulja linearna in se ujema s stanjem C, medtem ko odvisnost sama kaže na eksponencialno obnašanje, ki je morda povezano z odpenjanjem CDW. Po dosegu tokovne
vrednosti IT = 1, 3 mA napetost nenadoma pade, kar kaže na prehod v stanje H.
Pri višjih tokovih se I-V krivulja linarno obnaša prek večjega intervala. Podobno kot
pri optičnem preklapljanju je stanje, ki ga dosežemo z električnimi sunki, stabilno
pri nizkih temperaturah in karakterizirano z enakim specifičnim uporom. To kaže,
da smo z obema načinoma preklapljanja dosegli isto stanje. V primeru električnega
preklapljanja se upor vzorca spremeni v diskretnem koraku in nismo izmerili vmesnih
vrednosti. Na osnovi tega domnevamo, da je stanje H urejeno in dobro določeno.
Za uspešno optično preklapljanje mora biti laserski sunek krajši od 4 ps [74],
medtem ko električni sunki povzročijo prehod pri precej širšem razponu sunkovnih
dolžin. Pokazal sem, da lahko 1T-TaS2 preklopimo s poljubno dolgim sunkom v
razponu 50 ps–100 ms (Slika B.3). Pri sunkih daljših od 100 ms sem opazil le delni
preklop, medtem ko pri sunkih dolžine nad 10 s upor vzorca ostane konstanten, ustrezajoč stanju C. To smo pripisali Jouleovemu gretju vzorca s tokom, ki stimulira
hitro relaksacijo stanja H nazaj v termično stanje C.
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Slika B.2: Sunkovne meritve I-V krivulj na 1T-TaS2 pri T = 20 K in v konstantnem
tokovnem načinu. Pri 1,3 mA se je zgodil stabilen preklop v stanje H.
Iz temperaturne odvisnosti preklapljanja je razvidno, da je tokovni prag IT =
1, 3 mA temperaturno neodvisen, kar nakazuje vrednost pragovne gostote toka jT =
0, 47 mA/μm2 za ta vzorec. Pragovna napetost s temperaturo pada, iz česar lahko
zaključimo, da je bistveni parameter za preklop gostota toka, medtem ko je električno
polje odvisno od geometrije vzorca.
Za izbris vzorca iz stanja H v stanje C obstaja več različnih načinov, vsi pa so osnovani na principu povečanja temperature vzorca nad fazni prehod C-NC, kjer stanje
H ne more obstajati. To lahko denimo dosežemo z zunanjim gretjem. Nedavno so
Loke in sodelavci [76] dosegli čase izbrisa τ ∼ 500 ps z uporabo grelca na osnovi
WO3 v posameznih spominskih celicah na osnovi fazne spremembe (phase change
memory – PCM). Enako lahko storimo pri 1T-TaS2 in to še lažje, kajti temperaturo
1T-TaS2 moramo za izbris dvigniti le do 220 K (pri napravah PCM je potrebno doseči
T = 900 K), s čimer bi lahko hitrost preklapljanja 1T-TaS2 še povečali glede na enako
konfiguracijo PCM.
S pošiljanjem električnega toka skozi vzorec smo stanje H uspešno izbrisali. Kot
je razvidno iz Slike B.3, je pri testnem vzorcu zadoščal že 10 s dolg sunek. To je
seveda močno odvisno od geometrije naprave in toplotnega stika med vzorcem in
substratom ter s tem od toplotne prevodnosti substrata. Zaradi slabega nadzora
nad uporom vzorca in močno odvisnostjo od defektov je Jouleovo gretje v napravah
težko uporabiti. Pošiljanje visokih tokov in slab nadzor temperature povzročata hitro
degradacijo zlatih elektrod in tudi samega vzorca, zato je gretje z zunanjim grelcem
bolj ustrezno.
Za optične naprave, ki jih preklapljamo v stanje H z optičnimi sunki, je pripravneje
uporabiti optičen izbris, za kar ne potrebujemo elektrod ali drugačnih električnih
povezav. To smo v delu prikazali z obsevanjem vzorca s kontinuirano lasersko svetlobo.
Temperaturo smo lahko učinkovito povišali tudi z zaporedjem 50-ps sunkov s frekvenco
ponovitve 250 kHz ali z zaporedjem 50-fs sunkov s frekvenco ponovitve 80 MHz.
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Slika B.3: Preklapljanje 1T-TaS2 v stanje H z električnimi sunki različnih dolžin.

B.5

Lastnosti skritega stanja

V tem poglavju predstavljam optične črpalno-testne meritve in meritve transporta
na vzorcih 1T-TaS2 v temperaturnem razponu 1,5–300 K. Pri 300 K je material v
stanju NC, nato pa pri temperaturah nižjih od ∼180 K preide v Mottovo stanje C.
Obravnaval bom povezavo med tema stanjema in prevodnejšim stanjem H. Podal bom
tudi svoje ugotovitve glede podhlajene faze NC (supercooled NC – S-NC).
Pri visokih temperaturah je 1T-TaS2 preprosta kovina, pri kateri Fermijev nivo
prečka le en tantalov d elektronski pas. Po hlajenju se pri Tc0 = 543 K formira IC
CDW. Pri Tc1 = 350 K se struktura IC CDW poskusi prilagoditi kristalni mreži in
nastane stanje NC CDW, v katerem se elektroni lokalizirajo na vsakem trinajstem
atomu tantala, kar vodi v heksagonalno mrežo skoraj-komenzurabilnih polaronskih
gruč ločenih z domenskimi stenami. Pod Tc2 = 180 K domenske stene izginejo in nastane popolnoma komenzurabilna heksagonalna mreža, ki je obenem Mottov izolator
z energijsko režo ∆Mott = 0, 1 eV [89, 90]. Prehode med temi fazami lahko na vzorcu
določimo že s preprostimi transportnimi meritvami, saj so fazni prehodi prvega reda
v 1T-TaS2 povezani s spremembami upora (Slika B.4).
Zaradi nastanka Mottovega stanja prične upor pod 100 K hitro naraščati (logaritemska skala na Sliki B.4b) – to obenem kaže na kvaliteto kristalov in nizko koncentracijo defektov [91]. Slednja je bila neposredno prikazana tudi prek tunelske
mikroskopije, s katero smo izmerili gostoto točkovnih defektov na le ∼1–2 defekta na
območje velikosti 20×20 nm2 .
Povsem drugačno obnašanje pa smo opazili pri stanju H, ki je stabilno do 50 K in
ga prepoznamo po močno znižanem uporu (RC /RH ∼ 103 pri temperaturi T = 1, 5 K).
Prevodnost vzorcev v stanju H je temperaturno skoraj neodvisna. Pri temperaturi
T ∼ 60 K se prične stanje relaksirati nazaj v termično fazo C, kar vidimo prek dviga
upora. Pri temperaturi T ∼ 100 K upor vzorca doseže vrednost stanja C.
Da dosežemo stanje S-NC moramo vzorec hitro ohladiti od Tc2 do ∼70 K. Potrebna
hitrost hlajenja za zamrznitev urejenosti NC je v vzorcu sicer močno odvisna od
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njegove debeline, a je višja za debelejše vzorce [92, 93]. Za vzorce tanjše od ∼10 nm
pa prehoda v stanje C ne zaznamo ne glede na hitrost hlajenja in vzorec obstane v
stanju NC tudi pri zelo počasnem hlajenju.
Pri hitrem hlajenju od sobne temperature upor vzorca monotono narašča v celotnem območju vse do 25 K, kjer je opažen majhen zavoj navzdol (Slika B.4a). Razmerje
uporov v tem primeru je RS-NC /R300K ∼ 5. Pri gretju upor sledi isti krivulji do 85 K,
nakar skoči na vrednost za stanje C. Po še nadaljnjem gretju krivulja sledi običajnemu
obnašanju, ki vključuje fazni prehod C-NC pri ∼220 K.
Prvo jasnejšo ločnico med stanjema S-NC in H dajeta njuna različna upora: upor
stanja H je višji od upora stanja S-NC. Predstavljeno razmerje RH /RS-NC je sicer zelo
odvisno od vzorca in se lahko od enega do drugega precej spremeni. Za nekatere vzorce
je lahko upor stanja H celo nižji od ekstrapolirane vrednosti za visokotemperaturno
stanje NC (Slika B.4b), kar je dodaten dokaz za obstoj dveh različnih stanj H in NC.
Drug dokaz za različno naravo stanj H in S-NC je tudi njuno različno relaksacijsko obnašanje. Pri stanju H je temperaturo prehoda težko določiti zaradi širokega
območja prehoda, medtem ko je pri S-NC prehod zelo oster in se zgodi pri višji temperaturi (85 K proti 57 K stanja H).
Hitrost relaksacije za stanje H je močno odvisna od vzorca. Da bi jo lažje beležil,
sem časovno-ločljive meritve upora vzorca naredil pri različnih temperaturah, a vedno
takoj po foto- ali električnem vzbujanju (Slika B.5).
Izmerjeni podatki kažejo, da se življenjski čas τH stanja H hitro krajša z višanjem
temperature. Nad ∼70 K, τH postane primerljiv z dolžino časovne meritve za vsako
točko, medtem ko ga pod 40 K sploh ne moremo izmeriti, ker je predolg. Relaksacija
kaže majhne skoke pri določenih vrednostih upora (Slika B.5), ki jih ne moremo pripisati šumu ali mehanskim relaksacijam. Lege in velikosti skokov so odvisne od vzorca.
Slika B.5b prikazuje fite relaksacijskih krivulj s funkcijo raztegnjene eksponencialne
relaksacije (SER):
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Slika B.5: Relaksacija upora po preklopu v stanje H z električnimi sunki. R(t) pri
različnih temperaturah po preklopu ob t = 0. Pred vsako meritvijo je bil vzorec segret
nad Tc2 in nato ohlajen do zapisane temperature. Po izpostavitvi električnemu sunku
dolžine 5 μs je bil upor merjen kot funkcija časa (a); relaksacija pri nekaj izbranih
temperaturah z raztegnjenimi eksponencialnimi fiti. Če od izvirne meritve odštejemo
njej prilagojeno raztegnjeno eksponencialno funkcijo, razlika RFit − R kaže jasne, s
časom aperiodične oscilacije (b).
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R = R0
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1− exp −
τH


β !#

,

(B.1)

ki je pogosto uporabljena v steklastih relaksacijskih procesih [116]. τH and β sta
parametra fita.
Dobro prileganje fitov je omogočeno z določitvijo aktivacijske energije EA iz fitanja
Arrheniusovega zakona 1/τH = exp (−EA /kB T ) (kjer je kB Boltzmannova konstanta)
na temperaturno odvisnost τH , z vrednostmi EA ∼ 1000 K za vzorce na safirjevem
substratu. Presenetljivo je eksponent β močno odvisen od temperature in se z njenim
naraščanjem hitro zmanjšuje.
Proces relaksacije iz kovinskega (H) v izolativno stanje (C) v 1T-TaS2 je zelo
netrivialno in vključuje mikroskopske procese konverzije nosilcev iz pasovnih stanj v
lokalizirana polaronska stanja, mezoskopsko urejanje polaronov zaradi Coulombovih
interakcij in tudi makroskopsko relaksacijo dolgega dosega frustrirane strukture IC.
Transformacijo iz H v stanje C bi lahko kvalitativno obravnavali podobno kot prehod
NC-C, a upor stanja H se razlikuje od upora podhlajenega stanja NC, zato je stanju
H pripisana nekoliko drugačna ureditev naboja kot za stanje NC.
Ideja, da ima stanje H drugo ureditev in drug valovni vektor pri CDW v primerjavi
s stanjema C ali NC, je bila potrjena z optično časovno-ločljivo raziskavo. Koherentni
fononi, ki smo jih opazili v optičnih črpalno-testnih eksperimentih, kažejo na premik
amplitudnega načina CDW pri preklopu iz stanja C (Slika B.6). Novi, premaknjeni vrh ima nižjo frekvenco a primerljivo intenziteto in širino tistemu iz stanja C,
kar nakazuje da je stanje H urejeno stanje. V tankih plasteh, ki sledijo trajektoriji
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Slika B.6: Spektri kolektivnih načinov dobljeni iz oscilirajočega dela časovno-ločljivih
sledi za tanke plasti debelin 10 in 80 nm. Podatke smo pridobili iz meritev prehodne
odbojnosti (a) in prepustnosti (b).
podhlajenega stanja NC in zato ne preidejo v stanje C, je amplitudni način opažen
tudi pri nižjih frekvencah, kar je drugače kot pri stanjih C in H. To je dodaten dokaz
za različno naravo stanj H in S-NC.
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V svojem doktorskem delu sem predstavil nedavno odkrito skrito stanje v 1T-TaS2 , ki
je takoj po objavi o stabilnosti fotoinduciranega prehoda [74] zaradi svojih nenavadnih lastnosti pritegnilo veliko zanimanja [78, 88, 92, 93, 98]. Najprej, ker gre za prvo
omembo stabilnega fotoinduciranega stanja, čigar življenjski čas je pri temperaturah
pod 50 K predolg, da bi ga uspel določiti. Nato pa še, ker se prehod zgodi med
dvema stanjema z zelo različno prevodnostjo: med termično izolativno in inducirano
kovinsko fazo. Fazi se po uporu razlikujeta za štiri velikostne rede, kar predstavlja izjemen potencial za uporabo materiala v elektronskih napravah, še posebej kot obstojna
spominska naprava, zahvaljujoč visoki stabilnosti stanja H.
Pokazal sem dva načina preklapljanja v stanje H. Dosežemo ga lahko prek vzbujanja z ultrahitrimi laserskimi sunki ali s pošiljanjem kratkih tokovnih sunkov skozi
napravo. V prvem primeru smo pretežno uporabljali posamezne laserske sunke dolge
35 fs s fluenco F > 1 mJ/cm2 in valovno dolžino 800 nm. Glavna zahteva za električno
preklapljanje pa je doseg kritične gostote toka jT = 0.47 mA/μm2 , medtem ko je sama
dolžina sunka lahko izbrana v širokem območju med 50 ps in 100 s. Pri takih pogojih
je za doseg stanja H dovolj že en sam sunek.
Izbris stanja H v termično fazo C lahko izvedemo z zunanjimi viri (grelec, laserski
sunki, itd.) ali z Jouleovim gretjem, ki določa zgornjo mejo dolžine preklopnega
sunka. Iz rezultatov optične črpalno-testne spektroskopije lahko povzamemo, da je
stanje H urejeno stanje z valom gostote naboja, ki se po valovnem vektorju razlikuje
od termičnih stanj C in NC. To dokazujejo tudi transportne meritve, ki izražajo jasno
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razliko med stanji H, C in podhlajenim NC. Za boljše razumevanje mehanizmov pa
bodo potrebne direktne preiskave mikroskopske strukture v stanju H (npr. z vrstično
tunelsko mikroskopijo).
Analiza relaksacijske dinamike stanja H kaže na raztegnjeno eksponencionalno obnašanje relaksacije (stretched exponential relaxation – SER) z dodanimi diskretnimi
koraki "Hudičevega stopnišča". SER obnašanje je običajno za steklaste sisteme. Aktivacijsko energijo relaksacijskega procesa smo izmerili v intervalu 280–2300 K, odvisno
od vzorca in substrata. Za razliko od relaksacije stanja IC v 1T-TaS2 ali relaksacije
CDW v K0,3 MoO3 kaže relaksacijska dinamika stanja H temperaturno odvisen eksponent β. Diskretni koraki med relaksacijo so posledica kvantizacije valovnega vektorja
CDW.
Pokazal sem, da se preklop v stanje H zgodi hitreje kot v 2 ns, kar je bila sicer
merska ločljivost eksperimenta. Tako preklapljanje je hitrejše od vseh spominskih
tehnologij v modernih računalnikih in je blizu hitrosti vrhunskih prototipnih naprav
PCM [76]. Nadalje sem pokazal, da se preklop zgodi tudi ob uporabi 50 ps dolgih
električnih sunkov. To nakazuje, da se stanje H vzpostavi na primerljivi ali krajših
časovnih skalah, a za potrditev bodo potrebne nadaljnje meritve. Iz [136] je razvidno,
da naj bi se urejanje CDW zgodilo v času ∼1 ps, kar morda velja tudi za nastanek
stanja H. Najprimernejša metoda za raziskovanje dinamike preklapljanja bi morda bil
tri-sunkovni črpalno-testni eksperiment [137, 138] z optičnim ali električnim "destruktivnim" sunkom.
Temperaturni prehod stanja H je blizu TH ∼ 50 K, kar znatno omeji praktično
uporabnost. Predstavil sem dva možna načina za povišanje temperatura prehoda.
Prva možnost je depozicija tankih plasti 1T-TaS2 na substrat z močno različnim koeficientom temperaturnega raztezka, prek katerega bi lahko ob hlajenju povzročili
natezno obremenitev. S to metodo je možno povišati temperaturo prehoda na vsaj
TH ∼ 60 K (za safirni substrat). Druga metoda je povečanje stabilnosti stanja H
prek dopiranja vzorca s selenom. V tem primeru bi lahko dosegli celo TH ∼ 100 K,
a na račun precej manjšega preklopnega razmerja uporov kot pri čistem 1T-TaS2
([RH /RC ]dopiran = 0.9 proti [RH /RC ]čist = 0.001). Dopiranje namreč zavira nastanek
Mottovega stanja pri 1T-TaS2-x Sex .
Iskanje drugih materialov s podobnimi lastnostmi, a pri višjih temperaturah bo
nedvomno zahtevna naloga. Kot obetaven kandidat in tudi logičen naslednji korak se
ponuja kar najbližji sorodnik – dihalkogenid 1T-TaSe2 , ki ima temperaturo prehoda
v stanje CDW celo nad sobno temperaturo [139].
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